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VOLUME 20

FORWARD STEP

BEFORE SENATE

MIDDLE STATES

SENSATIONAL

FAVORABLE COMPANY HAS

COLO

For Raynolds President Has Germany Won't Consent to Any Effort to Coerce Senator
Invasion of Rights
Place Policing of MoSent Interstate Commerce
of State.
rocco in the
Report to the House.
HANDS OF THE

SHIPPING BILL FOR WEDNESDAY

LODGE

FRENCH REPUBLIC

Berlin. Feb. 5. The municipal au- Sieclal to The Evening Citizen.
Washington, D. C, Feb. 5. Senator thorlties or Berlin have decided to
Into th
nM r,t TnnnirHnai
Peverldge moved to take up the state- ventur
nd in a short time the
Senator Lodge objected. owmersMp,
hood bill.
h
raying thut he favored the bill, but rmlrH !.,,
i.t.n
that he wanted to head all or the ob- acquisition of the property rights ana
jections to it first. Senator Foraker privileges of the Berlin Street Rall- said that he was ready to vote any the'
'of
orrecTra
hour and any day. Two democrats
One Berlin and Its suburbs The plan has
lhad hot words over statehood.
of them thought the Benate had re- ben advocated for a long time by a
ported the bill about right and the llulu"
W
"I l"
'J
other eaid that it was an injustice and Council,- but not until last week did
an outrage, and used even stronger the authorities reach any definite con- As the various eulmrlan
words. It U now about agreed that elusion.
statehood shall be made unfinished towns surrounding Berlin have their
business for February 15, or sooner. own municipal ooaras ana umciais, ji
Delegate Andrews, Committeeman was necessary to roach an agreement

f.

n--

moi'
-

Luna, Major W. H. H. Llewellyn, O.
Hovey, and R. L.
A. Richardson,
Young are pushing the Rio Grande
and Pecos Irrigation project.
reported favoraThe
bly on the Raynolds confirmation as
secretary of New Mexico and the full
committee will report Friday, or
sooner.
A bill has been introduced which
provides that all railroad property in
Arizona and New Mexico must be
taxed after anuary 1, l'JO", the same
as other property in the territories.

anything

FOR,

IILLRUN

trary to Promise.

out Missouri and

VIOLATES THE CONSTITUTION

$25,000,000

FREES GARFIELD

Thermometer Drops Far From Charge of Telling
Below Zero ThroughOn Trust PacRers Con-

of Senators.

Ownership.

. GENERAL MOODY

SUFFER COLD

Foraker Ready any Day Berlin Will Venture Into Rebels Against Caucus
Rule Coercing Action
Street Car Municipal
and any Hour but
Lodge Wants Time.

NUMBER 30

11)00.

G,

ONCJ3 MORE

TOM PATTERSON

GERMANY TAKES

STATEHOOD YET

MONDAY EVENING, FEBRUARY"

NEW MEXICO.

WAVE

TRAVELS WEST NO

Has Been Snowing For Twenty-f-

AGAINST

Washington, Feb. 6. T. M. Patter- "
Colorado, caused a sensation
in the senate by Introducing a resolu- on relative to the rights of senators
" voting on treaties.
Patterson s
resolution recited that the action of
the democratic caucus indicating to
the senators how they should vote
and

Bon -

JEW CALLED

naiinua ny. ren. 5. A cold w.ivo
which was central in this part of the
oouinwesi last, night, is moving towards the gulf, according to the local
weather bureau. The coldest point In
this Bectlon today was Springfield,
.vio., wiiere it was 2 below zero. Zero
C
'JTaT
To S1tL
weather prevailed In northern
and through Kansas. At Ama-rlllTexas, 8 above, and at Fort
Worth 14 above was registered by the
thermometer.
Moderating weather Is
predicted for the next twelve hours.
DOCTORS AGAINST
NEW YACHT TO BE
FOUR INCHES OFSNOW
ON
IN ST. LOUIS.
FILTHY TRAM CARS
ALONG NEW LN E i El. Ixnils, GROUND
Feb. 6. The blizzard of
yefuerOay gave place to a clear cold
day today. The temperature is 6
above, and about four Inches of snow
Texas Physicians Discuss the Chicago Athletic 5yndicate Is on the ground.

j"'

MIs-nini- rt
o,

the

tQ
eac,
t
Unlted stat
mtMei to one vote and any Bttenipt
on lnvnolr.1. r.f tho
rnnrns him
rlght3 of tnR Btatfi Bm, tnat for any
senator to vote otherwise than as his
senge of dllty. dictates degrades his
nBn omce and assails the dignity and
standing of the senate. His resolu
tion was listened to with great in
Lodge had
terest by the senators.
prepared a resolution similar to that
of Patterson, declaring that a treaty
Question After Waiting
like the Dominican should not be
made a subject of party action, hut
he withheld it. when he heard that
on Management. ,
Patterson proposed a resolution. Tlll- man objected to the present consid
eration of the Tatterson resolution
unless it was a question of personal CAR CONDITION SHAMFFUL
privilege. Patterson said it was not
and gave notice that he would discuss
tne resolution tomorrow.
Spitting on Floors

ni

definite
with them before
could be done, as the street car lines
In most cases connect tne city proper
with one or more of the suburban
towns. Last week a conference of
the Berlin Muncipal authorities with
of the
the municipal authorities
principal suburban towns, in- chicling Charlottenburg, was held, in
which It was resolved to acquire the
property and rights of the Berlin
Street Railway company and to oper- ate the lines on tne joint account
of the municipalities concerned in the
nlan. The com nan v has a capital of STOCK BREEDERS HOLD
ANNUAL ASSOCIATION
REPORT OF COMMISSION
125,000,0(1".
Bonds will be issued by)
SENT TO THE HOUSE the city to pay for the property ac- Urbana, 111., Feb. 5. The eleventh
Washington, D. C, Feb. 5. Prest quired.
annual meeting of the Illlnoins Live
dent Roosevlt todav transmitted to
opened
Stock Breeders' association
The house the report submitted to him MOROCCAN SITUATION
here today in the Agricultural Build
by the Interstate commerce commisGROWS NO BETTER AT ALL. lng at the University of Illinois. Th
sion regarding the alleged Combination
Berlin, Feb. 6. Germany's attitude attendance is unusually large amd
of the Pennsylvania railroad and other toward the proposition to place the every part of the state is well repre- railroads, including the Norfolk & control of the Moroccan police in the sentcd.
Among those present, who
Western, the Baltimore & Ohio and hands of France and Spain is one of will
deliver addresses before the
the Chesapeake & Ohio. The only opposition, since such an arrangement meeting of the association are Col.
definite facta known to the commis- would, according to the German view, Charles F. Mills, Sprlnfleld; Eugene
t,
sion, having a bearing on the
amount practically to giving France Davenport, Dean of the Aricultural
are those appearing 4n the an- full authority over, the police, and till College; William DIstrich; W. A.
nual reports filed by the companies Germany hitherto has steadily resist- Dobson, Marlon, la.; Norman J.
named, In compliance with section ed. The foreign office says that the
St. Louis, Mo.; H. J. Waters,
20 of the act to regulate commerce, delegates to the conference at Alge-clrlean of the Missouri College of Agridays,
next
except as the same facts, or some of
few
will devote the
culture; T. F. R. Sothemfl Kankakee;
them, have been disclosed from time while the conference is in sitting, to Herbert Mumfbrd. of the University
the
exchange
on
proceedings
views
an
before tne
of
Informal
to time In the
of Illinois; Dr. A. T. Peters, of the
commission. The repeat does not subject of the management of the po- University of Nebraska; Col. H. H.
acsome
shpae
attempt
lice,
In
an
of
to
undertake to say whether the act
Hinds of Stant.'m, Mich., and many
congress was violated, but in closing, ceptable plan for adjusting this vexed other prominent experts and authoriquestion.
H says that the published rates of the
ties on breeding and stock judging.
several railroads named have been
DEMANDING
TAX
PAYERS
better maintained, and in some cases
ANNA GOULD TIRED
BETTER REPRESENTATION.
advanced, and that there appears to
OF HER FRENCH COUNT.
Landing, Mich., Feb. 5. The super
be less competition than formerly.
5. Countess de Castel- Feb.
Paris,
However, there is a trace of competl-timvisors from nearly all counties icf this Iane, formerly Anna Gould, today en
rates generally. In other parts cf f t ate are assembled nere to attend me fered a pR,a for a ,iiVorce from her
the country.
annual nwilng of the state assocla- - hU8Kan(j

by Passengers

Large Cause of Filth
plained

Com-

of.

Has Ordered Racer For

De-

Inmates.

BELOW AT SUPERIOR

TWENTY-SI- X

YET THAT WAY

Bomb Thrown Into House
molishes It With the

Hours in Northern Ohio.

our

FACTS

WISCONSON

EXPERIENCING
COLDEST WINTER WEATHER.
Milwaukee, Feb. 5 Wisconsin is
the Lipton Cup.
experiencing the coldest weather of
the winter. The temperature ranges
from I below In Milwaukee, to 2G beWILL SAIL LAKfc MICHIGAN low In Superior.
TRAFFIC IS DELAYED
ON ELECTRIC ROADS.
Some Restrictions Removed Making
Cleveland, Feb. 6. Snow hns been
falling throughout northern Ohio for
more than twenty-fou- r
Race More Liberal in
hours. Traffic
on many steam and electric roads Is
seriously delayed today,
Its Extent.

SUFFERING TO8TOCK
CAUSED BY HIGH WINDS.
Chicago, HI., Feb. 5. F. H. Prlc
Houston, Texas, Feb. 5. The Ifcirrls
Des Moines, la., Feb. 5. The cold
County Medical Association and the and George It. Poarcn mr.,.
wavo in Iowa reached its maximum
y ,n,geawal
tho Chicago Athletic Club syndicate at Challes City- the mercury
Srtmfn i J
dropped, to 12 below rero.
have ordered a new
..!..!:aie.
At Des
maxsm"
l"l"Jr
Moines It was 6 below Hlngh winds
raii Ma me
ter will come up for conlderatio and collaborated design r- - Mo(1ran Barney caused much suffering
to stock.
discussion at a meet ing of .the asso- - ?"J tvCharli D' A'01" of Npw York.
a
urn
num
AT
i"i
kio
i.i
run
Au
htsh
iuii.
riin
rti DEAVORERS
rAMn
d ,n Laka Michigan
ON SILVER ANNIVERSARY.
meeting of the- mwwtvMUr- -, the mat- - War
-on
Animat
ift
-in
Trenton.
brought
was
ter
jo,
b 5. Tha silver
before ttte associa rp.
vo wii me Railed under the ii. anniversary :'.;.,
tion by Dr. W. C. Priester, and a
of the Christian Endeavor
of
the
Columbia
Society,
special committee was appointed and
Club.
which fell en February 2d,
The rare is confined to Vaht boats
will bo- observed by the Mercr CounInstruct exl, together with the committy
Christian Endeavor Union by a
tee on public hygiene and hoahh. restri bed so
far s water line and special ceiei.ration at the Clinton
to wait on the management of the over-all
lengths
ar0
OMicerned, but In Avenue Baptist church.
street car crjnpanles and call their Other
Von Ogden
"" i' 'ne saw area a- Vogt of Boston, the general secretary
attention to lht disgraceful condition more .7.
hi,n,i
liberal
t
of
cars in this city.
""'""n lira- i m unnea bociary or Christian
i
It is understood that a determine1 fr? TL I "llow1ed- rive other boats Kmbavor, will be the leader. Three
are also on services will be held, under his dl- effort will be made by the association th
ame end in view, roctlon. At 2 o'clock this afterno-m- ,
to make war on all persons who en- ine Iiainey-Mowe- lth,th?
r
loat will be built a workers' conference will be held in
danger the health of the people by
and 8,h'l)ne,l " Us destJna- - the charnd, at which all phases or the
spitting on- the floors of street cars. 111
There Is an ordinance against spit- ShU'win"? com,nlf,1ln in the spring, young people's work will be discussed.
race by Mr- - At 4 ock,k- thrre will be a Junior
ting on the floors of cars. The law IWeo
1,!T 0,1
coneld,''ed one of the rally, at which Mr. Vogt will preside,
clearly recognizes that the practice Is
, t ,k
not only filthy, but extremely unsanluav IfUKtn Ol taulUetl. Llie
i ,
'"v . .uitutum uvi
itary, but the fitret car conductors
slat0 Christian Endeavor superlntend- Tiilfr.il
.
Spelter Market.
will be Informally opened here today.
St. Louis, Fed. 5. Spelter dull, make on effort to prevent passengers
The first actual business session will
St' CIalr- ow'ne'1 by ITincipal event will bo the muss meet- 'lre.';rthJ?
from expectorating on the car floors.
The $3.971,4.
be held tomorrow morning.
!
toumry Club, lng in the evening. There will be
ifiroit
,
Their excuse is, that requests on pas
V
meeting will last three days In all,
l
lnterprt ln tne ra,o i oonsid- - a
sengers not to spit on the floors oft
musical and vocal pr gram
and some hicrhly interesting ersrhru- - WAS NUT AT WASHINGTON
1ime foT the and Mr. Vogt will deliver an address,
alterca-eatlrn- s
frequfmtly
cars
leads
to
Bothe
the
highly
some
niattcirs.
imixirtant
,
and
event approaches. Rerentlv tho
...
a
a
i
n miRo
and even violence and that of gift for
.is fxjtft ten ac tne
AND WAS NOT CANDIDATE
One
will c;me up for consideration.
the cup was amended so mooting,
by such disturbances the conductors
and It will undoubtedly atof the most important objects of the,
ycnc t '"e
tract many visitors from outside the
meeting is to take steps toward a FOR THE APPOINTMENT OF TER- - endsncer their rations, as the street,
ss, regularly enro iwl In
o hn
city.
ao
car
not
Bupjorx
companies
xnoin
i
taxphay-better representation of the
SECRETARY, VICE
fide yacht club of the Great Lakes or
RITORIAL
but side with the passengers.
The their tributaries,
ers before the Stata Tax Commiossion
RAYNOLDS, ON THE CARPET.
compete
to
Ditto for Pennsylvania.
without
physicians will try to convince; the time
The association will urge that the
allowance. Heretofore only the
Reading. Pa., Fob. 5. Tho Perka
managers
street
lines
car
of
V
that
the
corporations always see to it that
belong lng to ta.n association County Christian Endeavor Union
spitting in the cars should be sup- yachts
Captain W. E. Dame, the clerk
they aro represented, and that the
which Is a nicmbrr of the Yacht will hold a specl.8'1 celebration this
conmeans,
by
and
pressed
all
the
large body of taxpayers likewise take
of the Second judicial district,
Racing Union of ihe Great
in the Auditorium of the St.
Ikes evening
ductors, who attemirt ta enforce the could take
advantage of the rights accorded i! who was east, returned to the
part In the competitions.
Stephen's Reformed church, in honor
suplaw,
the
hearty
receive
should
city on the California limited
them, especially as there is a law In
of the twenty-fiftanniversary of the
port of the com pan I is.
MORE SOCITY SHOW
this afternoon.
existence milking this pcssihle. Many
iistablishment of
the Society of
According to special and Assoprominent sjeakera will address the
,THAN
CHARITY
WORK. Christian Kndeavcr, the exact date of
Philadelphia. Pa., Feb. 5. The
among
Governor
meeting,
them
ciated Press dispatches, the cap- - (F' MILL EMPLOYES GET
which fell on February 2d. A special
TEN PER CENT RAISE.
charity ball, which will program has been arranged for that
tain visited Washington, called
Warner, George M. Horton, president
.
Harrlsvllta, R. I Feb. 5. In acat the White House, and
IH'IU at. llie AClMltiriV or MIIHr
of the State Grange; W. C. McMillin,
h.a
nnuj ,i
liiwio ...m
win iiyv - uuiliuir
was made at that
cordance with the compromise agreed evening, promises to be one of the wtiuiiuii
T. M. Tarsney of Detroit, George W.
among them the Rev. R.
speakers,
of
upon between the William Tinkham most brilliant social events in this G. IlaJinon, paatur of
time that the captain was a
Orr of Ike Linden, and others.
the Lutheran
Company and the Royal Worsted city, ihe most elaborate prepare-- i church of Wllllamsport,
fvr the
Pa., and
provided Raynolds was
Mill and the.ir employes lat month,
LIGHT WEIGHT MEN
iiituie roi iuo event prusident of the Pennsylvania Christ-Ianio
not. confirmed.
the promised increase of 10 per cent and the greatest pains have teon
HAVE BOUT TONIGHT.
Endeavor Union, and several other
The Citizen
j In wage
This afternoon
Albany, N. Y., Feb. 5. Tommy Gorof th men went into effect taken to make the decorations of the prominent churchmen.
telephoned to the district court " today, l tie empioyt-- went on a striue hall as artistic and rich as possible.
man, of this city, and PInkey Evans,
PROMINENT WOMAN GOLF
of Schenectady, two lightweights, who ' ottice, ami the message was an- - V at the lieglnnlng of the year, demand- Matty di.stoinguished 4.Tmani-Aniei- .
ing 0 per cent Increase In their cans from Philadelphia and other
fought a twenty round battle a few
swered by Captain IJame. To
PLAYER KILLS HERSELF.
in
wages
draw,
Saturday
S
he
had
qiustions,
a
staled
cities
he
will
ago,
the
be
present.
that
and a
St. Louis, M., Feb. 6. Mrs. Lillian
which ended in
weeks
eat
'
on
10
Stern-cenirisi-,Washington,
even
a
had
them
ring
visited
this
but
perjainotii;
In
they
again
but
meet
liaron Speck von
the
not
will
conipr
t G. McNair,
prominent in society and
the German ambassador
lng. In this vicinity, tr fight another is gone to New York on personal tf
increase and a Saturday lialf- In the champion woman golf player of
"
Washington,
He
Karon
stated
holiday
als
business.
that
and
to begin In Math.
battle of twenty rounda, to decide the
es von Stom- St. Louis, shot and killed herself tobeiK.
liaron von Sternberg will lead day at her home. Mrs. McNair had
They are to weigh 120,
he was not a candidate for the "
contest.
secretary
Mo
tram)
terrlof the
llie
march with Mrs. John C. ieen under treatment for nervous
office of
LABOR LEADER MISSING
pounds at the ringside. James
tory.
AND REWARD IS OFFERED. Croime, whose, giwst the ambassador melancholia f .r some time and plans
Donl.id. of New York, ha been se- !.t
5.
while Captain John C. Groomejhad been made by her husband to take
A reward will
Cincinnati, Ohio. Fe:.
leoted referee.
will be offered by the t cutters and will dance with Baroness von Stern- - her to a health resort. She was 34
years old and bad two children.
butcher workmen' union for informa- ber.r.
tion leading to the location of Presi
of that ordent Michael I nm-l'ganlzatlon, who has rot been beard;
.
Donnelly
from since last Timr-daycame to Cincinnati
ith Secretary.
Call to settle the ': . of the butch-- j
ers at one of the
.il packing com-- i
pany'a plants. Foul j ' i y Is suspected.

TO

PROFESSORSHIP

Chicago. Feb. 6. Attorney General
who Is here, said today to
answer to question:
"I notice that
the attorneys for the packers nave
prouuceii evidence to the effect that
Commissioner Garfield said he would
not give the department of justice any
information wihlch he had secured
from the packers, ir he ever said
that, he certainly kept his word, for
the department of Justice has never
recelvod any Information from Mm.
Nor did we receive information from
tne president nor any of the subordinate officers of the department of corporations."
Moody,

BOMB DESTROYS HOUSE
AND KILLS TWELVE.

Berlin, Feb. 5. The Lokal Anceiger
today prints a dispatch from Katto-wlt- z,
Russian Silesia, announcing that
a private house at Slice, across th
Russian frontier, was destroyed
by
the explosion of a homb. The bodle
persons
of twelve
can be seen In th
ruins and it is believed many others
were killed.
JEW CALLED TO CHAIR
IN MOSCOW UNIVERSITY.
St. Petersburg, Feb. 6. A Jewish
professor, Ravitzeff, has been appointed Instructor at Moscow university
with the sanction of- the minister of
the interior. Hitherto Jews have not
been allowed to hold faculty positions
ln Russia.
-
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TWO BILLS OF MINOR
INTEREST OUT HERE.
Washington, D. C, Feb. 5. Before
the railroad rate debate began in the
house, two bills were passed. One
provided for the setting aside of town-site- s
in the Flathead Indian reservation in Montana; the other authorized
the further expenditure of 100,000 for
county improvements from the sale
cf town lots in Ijawton. Okla.. The
hour to opose the railroad rate bill
was yielded to Littlefield, of Maine.
SHIP SUBSIDY BILL
PUT FOR WEDNESDAY.
Washington, Feb. 6. The shipping
hill was taken up at 2:15. Teller took
the floor and denied that the funds
used in the Irrigation service were in
the nature of a bounty to the west.
He contended that these funds were
a loan, and a benefaction only in the
fact that they draw no interest.
The senate today agreed to vote on
the shipping bill at 5 p. m., Wednesday, the 14th instant.
NOMINATIONS REPORTED
FAVORABLY TO SENATE.
Washington, Feb. B. The senate
committee on the Philippines today
agreed to report for confirmation the
nomination of James F. Smith, of California to be governor general of the
Philippines.
The senate committee on Judiciary
today agreed to the report for the
confirmation of Benjamin F. Daniels
to bo United States marshal for Arizona.
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CABLE IS STILL BROKEN
BETWEEN WEST INDIES.
New York. Fell. 5. Communication
with the Went Indies, south of
Kingston. .Jamaica, was still Interrupted early V'dav and the officials of the
cable company could not say when
they would be likely to get a cable
through.
At the Commercial cabie office It was said that the
New York Money Market.
company had no Idea what was wrong
New York, Feb. 5. Money on call,
Prof. C. should be acquired at the Naval Aced- - es at 414 per ceil'; prime mercanWashington, I). C, Feb
and that not a ward of news had been
since the break In the line G. Wilson of rirown University, may emy, and thai souna common sone tile J taper. 4Vi55'- - ! r cent. Bur silKingston and Porto Rico a
lietwt-ethe academic training should pre- - ver,
next year as the anil
not be
vail 10 kt't p tho naval commander out
fow days aK".
lecturer on International I.aw at the of trouble, and on tho right side of
NEGRO POSTAL ROBBER
Naval War College. He has held the any question which may come up tv- - RESPECTFULLY REFERRED
IN
THE ACT. 1'luce incidentally for several years, 'otiiring the exercise of individual
CAUGHT
A
5.
TO THE CITY COUNCIL
South McAlester, I. T.. Feb.
and has received $1,000 for nhe dt Judgment, unprompted by lugneqp au
colored loy, who Kav hls livery trf a serlt of lectures to Uie'thoiity. The Iiureau of Navigation,
t cuKht ln
'
name as Paul t ary.
student ofllcers ut Newport, and the however, in urging that there be no
nlK
the p stitfllco here last ntgnt
To The Evening d zen.
of a departmental edition change in the system of instruction In
ritlina: mail that hid bren 8to'en
e
course at Newport,
more or less eonfidenitial of those
Will The Citizen ask, for the
lock boxes. The ostoltlee Han "J " , lir,.s. K(
n
been insists that the maintenance of the
benefit c a tax payer, why the
honie tln)
m
bautiMa
necessary
roltlted
not
Should
and
thoiuht that Prof. Wilson war en svstem is
- nding thoucouncil proposes
manner, the robber stealing minter-- ; , ,(iJ Jo gu ln,.rease of comi)W1(iat ion u.
,n tho groiuid of ecpn-ot.- r
sands of dollars holding a city
'
checks,
of-j
naval
tlm.ry
year
letters containing upon
that
Hie
lhU
hall, when we haw- ho one given
the naval authorities oinv or on
tne Mie. ts. and
l
of which were foniKl
of the services
havti urgwl lhJ HoU3p xavai c.;,n- - fi''rs have no
by Mr. Raynolds i r city olllces
is
Checks to tUc ati.oiint of several
U)
made
.
;
Reference
ak tue a(i(itlonal allow-- of Prof. Vil
and lilrary. as
r iiiember.
hich com n
and dollars aro mlssins.
lance, with the result that a discussion to a niniiltsr
;tt the upper
U Is vacant,
naval
vesils a floor, occupied by
lef the wisdom of employing Prof. man.lers of American
city library.
POSSIBILITY OF STRIKE
highly
any
delicati - 11 IS larea nnrl
witn
or
other i authority lias were confronted
;l suited for
ADVANCES PRICE OF COAL. Wilson
r n
V.i,.U'
u
mi
me purpose for my years to
it is neia iy some questions or iineinanwuw
Chicago, Feb. 5. Hecause of the ueen
have been j t come, thus learin money for a
of the Naval Com - they would probably
possibility of a strike by the coal of the member knowledge
proper
maua fire e'nelne cr an - cessary use.
of Inter- able to cope with la tho
the
miners a number of wholesaler lu uiiltee that
Law. o far aa It twed helnr. Vad it not b.i-- tor Uk- a
T ' X PAYEIL
this city today advanced the price of national
uincussed by naval
commanders,; tiom received from Pr f. Wilson.
(
oft co.".l ZZ ceati per ton.

BY ASKING FOR MORE

ALL IS LIKELY

LOST
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JULIUS

.

KNIGHTS OF COLUMBUS

OLSON

HEARD
FROM IN CALIFORNIA

Julius Olson, who worked on Th
Evening Citizen as a reporter soma
years ago and who mysteriously disappeared one day, has shown up on a
small ranch la Wilmington, California,
n
according to' a letter which he
to Chief of Police McMillin.
OlBon says In his letter that he baa
purchased the small ranch he Is living
on and owns a horse, Jersey cow.
chickens and goat. He urges the chief
to visit him and bring along "th
kids," assuring him a pleasant time.
Through C. W. Medler, Olson state
he learned of the factionalism existing in New Mexico and Arizona, of the
deposing of Tom and Frank HubbeU
by Governor Otero and the subsequent
decapitation of Governor Otero by
President
Roosevelt.
He rambles,
through the statehood matter In a
queer manner, expressing himself la
favor of single statehood, but Is In no
apparent hurry that either territory
be admitted to statehood.
Olson came from Michigan here an
after his disappearance his people ta
the peninsula state searched high and
low for his whereabouts without success.
baa-writte-

CHANGING

HOTEL8 TO
THE AMERICAN PLAN.
New York. Feb. 5. Hotel management in Europo has boen Americanized to a large extent by travelers
from the United States. The next
step will be the building of hotels oa
American models from the ground up.
A party of important
European
hotel proprietors lare now In this country on a tour if Investigation.
Two
of these proprietors are about to put
up new hotels In Paris which will env
body the latest American Ideas. Washington, Iluffalo, Philadelphia,
and
Uositon, as well as New York, will he
studied by the Inevstigators.
The v 11 tors made a very careful
examination of the steel frame and
hollow tile skyscraper hotels of New
York, as ltelng the most perfect form
of fireproof construction evtir cent
colved. They had never seen buildings of this type before, and the new
Astor and Belmont hotels and a dozen
or more skyscraper apartments on the
upper west side were a Tevelatlon to
them. Herr Aullch, of Carlsbad, and
' Isler
Hon- f Paris and Trouvillo,
said they had no doubt of the fireproof skyscraiter hotel becoming common ln Kiiorpe, although U might not
reach such heights there as it doea
here. Hoth gentlemen freely admit-to- ,!
that hotel construction abroad,
so far as safety fryi fire Is oihcern-ed- ,
is far behind th United States.
G--

DENVER

WOMAN GOES FREE
JURY OUT FORTY HOURS.
Denver,
Feb. 5.
Mrs.
Helen
Schmidlap, accused of murdering her
husband by shooting him on July 9,
last, was acquitted at 10 o'clock this
morning, after the Jury bad deliberThe previous
Nw York, Feb. 5.
One of the big- - emor HigKins, because he had cau-- i ated over forty yours.
trial resulted in a disagreement.
owing!
all
'felled
engagements,
social
Koina-of
Catholic
affairs
the
e:t
"
'
to the recent and sudden death of
a
V
V Y
e,n- in this city is the annual charity
Mrs. Hlggius' mother. However, the
CALLED MEETING.
Knights
which
drill
the
of president will lie represented by Rear
i.ai: and
The following members of the a"
Joseph D. Coglan, comI'ol iniljus give at Madison Square Admiral
artntiKement committee on the 9
Garden cv. ry winter. This year's ball mandant of ihe Brooklyn Navy Yard, 4 Governor
Hagerman
reception a"
promises to surj.ass all former events and bis staff, while Governor Hlggins
are hereby miuested to be pres- - a"
Kind in brilliancy and popular will bo represented
by Secretary of 4 ent at a called nieellnit to be held a
of
' tomorrow (Tuesday)
The Catholics of this city fcHato John F. O lirleu.
Mircc.-s- .
afternoon at a"
Archltihhop Farley, as head of the
haw- manifested the greatest enthusi4 o'clock ln the cfflces of Attor- - a"
asm for the event and never has the Roman Catholic church of this city, a ney W. K Childers,
the pur- iii M,!!- -' for Iioms been as grisk and will he present, and will be tho re
IMse of trunsaciing some very tin- - a"
prices reali.el as high as viewing officer of the Fourth liegree
vw re '
pttrtant business and completing 1
lie number of distinguish-- J Corps, a uniformed hotly, which will; a sonirt
hi- - y.u:
arrangemeivtt If
necesjiary
ii. i., who will be prtsent. at Mud- - give an interesting
,,,!
Tf
drill during the a concerning the reception.
evening.
year
will
An
Innovation this
W. B. Childers, J. Porradaile, a"
a
isoii Si iar- ii.truen mis evening will
l.n
paniclpatl.-Regi.ose,;i"y
he
It
tne
Pwsldcnt
a F. W. Clancy, F. A. Hubbell,
of the First
i... nii'b
e!l ;: i i.overuor Higgiuii and etaffimect of Knights of Columbus of' a Frank
Solomon Luna, W. 1
hut
were
Brooklyn.
compelled
inwicd,
By
The music for the drill
H. Dame and I). H. iiriggs.
u
had
a' order of
t
c..Me; uto
itveiuao Ulm
j
n
.ion
with the session miisli iaus under the leadership cf V
i:
GEORGE ARNOT.
iitsrmit hiui to Sir Knlshts James Ua-glitil ni
and Thomas, 4
Chairman.
i.i
I !ea
at this time; Gov- U. Ward.
t
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Tonight the Ethel Tucker S'ork
company will open a five night's engagement at the Elks opera house.
Miss Tucker ami her company are
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All druggists sell them over ten million boxes a year, for six yearn past.
Be very careful to get the genuine, made
only by the Sterling Remedy Company
Every tablet
and never sold In bulk.
stamped "CCC."
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We

want to

TO OUR FRIENDS!

serin te

ear friends s lwantiful

BONBON BOX.
It is a beauty for the
In colors.
Is asked at a
stamps
In
Ten
cents
dressing table.
measure of rood faith and to cover cost of Cascarets,
l
loaded.
with whlchthls"3iinty trinket Is
mentioning, this paper. Address
Send
Chicago
York.
or New
Sterlinc Remedy Company.
French-designe-

PRESENTED

IS

bound with
chain and Washburn button. Owner
can recover same by calling at this
office nnd paying for this notice.

FOUND

York,
Feb. 5. One of the take part in the weight throwing and
New
will be Flanagan,
New York, Feb. 3. One of the putting contest

the
Sheridan,
Hurke, llargan anil others.
A special attraction will be a game
of C.ai'lie fooi'. ball between Leitrim
and Tlpperary Gaelic foot ball teams.
The match promises to be hihgly
and will undoubtedly attract
considerable attention.

most af.tractive athletic cards ever
presented to local followers of track
and field sporis will be offered this
Athevening at the
letic Club games in Madison Square
Garden. Aside for mthe regular list
of handicap events there will be four
relay races. One will be for midget
school boys, another for Church Athletic. League and Y. M. C. A. teams,
anil
and i:wo others art lnter-cit- y
both scratch, and at
one mile. Still another feature wijl
he a ten mile scratch run, for which
are entered.
about fifty
The complete list of events Is as
follows: tio yards, 300 yards, 1,000
runs; polo vault,
yards, and one-mib
weight, putting
throwing
d
hurdles,
weight, and
all handicaps; lion yard run for novices, and ilie relay races.
The prizes are unusually valuable
this year, Including a solid gold
watch for first prize In the
ten-mirun. a gold watch for the
second, and a gold signet ring for
third, in the same event; also a
tie
special prize consisting of a diamond
st milled gold medal donated by Justice Victor J. Dowling, and a long list
of other regular and tpecial prizes of
i isidei jblo value.
Teams from Philadelphia, Boston
and several other cities will compete
races and in the one- in the lnter-clt- v
mile run there will be a duel
Sheppard. the
Among
miler, and "Jim" Sullivan.
the prominent field athletes who will

V.

Kiss Ethel Tucker, leading lady with
Ethel Tucker Stock Co.
remembered by hundreds of theaterperformgoers as giving first-claances at popular prices for two weeks
"Dora Thome" Is
last November.
the play selected for the opening and
the usual laities free tlckt;s will be
given until 6 p. m. tonight, at Mat- -,
son's.
ss

cor.U-slant-

le

EMAGtMtNT

The engagement of Florence
erta at the liiks opera house on Saturday, February 10, is of. more tiian
usuaJ Interest in thai the popular emotional actress will be seen in her latent production, "The Strength of the
Weak," described as a new modern
play in four acts by Alice M. Smith.
MIbs Roberts created the leading rol
In the new play which is said to provide her with unite (he most pretentious work of her career. The part
is that of a young orphan, whose education has been provided by her
guardian, ami who, at the opening of
the play, is about to graduate from a
woman's college.
She has written a
book, published anonymously, which
reflecta certain phases of her own life
and her relations with her guardian.
The discovery of the authorship leads
to other complications which provide
many clever dramatic situations. The
characters are all natural and are interpreted by the best company Miss
Max
Roberta has ever assembled.
Flgman. the well known comedian,
heads the cast.
Rob-

HOLDLN

MISSION

housnJceiT-lng- .

West Railroad avenue.
FOR RENT Rooms for light housekeeping. 524 South Second street.
FOR RENT Nicely furnished room
for light housekeeping; well lighted.
307 East Coal avenue
cottage;
FOR HENT Modem
will rent or sell furniture of same.
Apply, 417 Fruit avenue
FOR. RENT Furnished front room In
a private family. Board if desired.
1102 North Second street
FOR RENT Newly furnished rooms,
single and en suite, can sis w,
Railroad avenue. Mrs. V. Maestas.
FOR RENT Alfalfa and truck ranch
for rent; one hours drive rrom
town. Address William A. Brown,
Alameda
FOR RENT Nicely furnished rooms
with steam neat, urant Duuaing,
Railroad avenue. Inquire
at room B.
FOR RENT Three furnished rooms
Niociric
for ligh thousekeeplng.
lights and use of bath. 617 South
Edith street.
FOR RENT Nice, neatly furnished
rooms; also suite or unnirnisneu
rooms In most desirable location.
4"l smith Ftllth street.
FOR RENT Furnished rooms, motl- ern conveniences; also one Hat ior
housekeeping, furnished complete.
Apply Mrs. E. W. Davis, 414 South
Third street.
brick
FOR RENT The nine-roobouse, with bath and laundry, at 211
North Fifth street. Excellent loboarding or
s
cation for
rooming house. Address, Maynr
Gunsul.
FOR SALE
FORSALE All lota In Coronada
Place. T. L. McSpnuuen, 300 souui
Broadway.
SELL, RENT OR TRADE iist your
property with T. L. McSpadden, 300
South Broadway.
FOR SALE OR- TRADE A good busi
1. U Mc
ness for city property.
Spadden, 300 sotitn rsroauway
FOR SALE OR RENT Residence,s,
lOlf, West Railroad avenue.
Dnrby.A. Pay, El Paso, Tex.
FOR SALE Indian trading post;
good location and a paying business
T. L. McSpadden, 300 South Broad

There will be two events, confined
entirely to the representatives of the
schools and academies, the scratch
d
dash and the handicap
quarter-mil- e
run.
The only other
scratch event of the games will be
half-milwhich will unthe serat'eh
doubtedly furnish one of the closest
races of the evening.
The remaining events are all handd
icaps, and are as follows:
dash,
d
dash,
dash.
d
run,
hurdles, one-mi-le
shot put, pole vault, high jump.
way.
There will also be a series of
A good
school, college, athletic club FOR SALE OR TRADE
i.
Schumaker piano. A bargain,
ami Y. M. C. A. relay races, which
L. McSpadden, 3o0 South Broadway.
promise to be Interesting-FOR SALE Small stock merchandise
nt a bargain. T. L. McSpadden, ooo
South Broadway.
FOR SALE A hanusome Hanlman
piano, In fine condition and almost
For particunew, at a bargain.
lars, call at this office.
FOR SALE OR TRADE Are you inI have some
terested In mines?
said to be good deals. Talk with
me. T. L. McSpadden, 300 S. Broad
loo-yar-

le

-
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Money to Loan
Horses

Furniture, Pianos, Organs,
Wagons and other Chattels; also on
SALARIES AND WAREHOUSE RECEIPTS, as low as $10.00 and as high
as $200.00. Loans are quickly made
One
Time:
and strictly private.
month to one year given. Ooods rerates
main in your possession. Our
are reasonable. Call and see us before borrowing.
THE HOUSEHOLD LOAN CO.
Steamship tickets to and from all
parts of the world.
Rooms 3 and 4, Grant Bldg.
315 West Railroad Ate.
PRIVATE OFFICES.
Open Evenings.
'

Reliable

100-yar-

220-yar-

i

440-ya-

rd

loo-yar-

well-match- ed

CHANGES ARE MADE BY

THE WAR DEPARTMENT

.

ON

SUNDAY

t't:

Some of the New from Kentucky.
W. N. Lewis was thrown from a
'horse and hurt nis leg.
There has bet n built a sidewalk
from lite end of the bridge in North
Ilyden to J. M. Muncy s lot.
The Ixiartl of supervisors adjourned
today for the last session and not
hardily
anyltody's
property
wits
raised.
Quiet a litlle lawing done to the
Holice Court Saturday.
W. G. Bagley, Circuit Conn ('ink,
1mu begun to take some pride in his
town ami himself, by construcierlug a
sidewalk from W. G. Bagley's & (Xi.
tatore to the Court House gait, out of
his own purse. This suttlciently warns
ollu-r- a
to do likewise. Hytleu (Ky.)
Thousandhticks.
The cook had soiled the pancakt s
and William l' nn's face Mas like a
(bunder loud
"Thou art perspiring, William," said
one of the neighbors, u ho bad dropped
iu for breakfast.
"I am " retorted the great Quaker.
an el fort to hold in w hat
"It Is
I wKn to say."
A ad thus we have fae expression:
"A warm friend."

Washington, D. C, Feb. 5. The
army is receiving with considerable
satisfaction ;he announcement that
l ho president has determined on more
field work for the troops. General
!onard Wxid Impresed on the president when he was in Washington
last summer the necessity of doing
something special in military 'training
under actual field conditions, just as
the navy works at sej. It is realized
by the military authorities that i he
army is composed for the most part
of men who have bail no experience
the s;!diers who are
in lie field.
hardened by marches and camping
have been retired or have failed to
It is presumably out ot the
question to hae elaborate maneuvers
I'reiueiuly, owing lo their great expense, nt, only in lite item of tlani-an- i'
to properly by the operations of
the tro.ps, but by the cost of travel
of the regular army anil militia. The
Secretary of War and the president
are in favor of haing joint maneuvers in the present year, but there
are signs of opposition lo Ihe plan
in congress, anil it is likety that the
department will abandon the effort to
obtain funds for such an association
of the regulars ami the national

j

i

l
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FE PRISONERS
FEAR JAIL WILL COLLAPSE.
Because lit feared that the ancient,
structure, c mmonly known as a Jul,;
be-would fall down ami bury him
nedth the debris, Genaro Hovey, the;
l
boy, arrested by Otlicer
Camllo Martinez, for fast riding, several days ago, walked out from the

SANTA

I

15-y- c

adobe walls Saturday afternoon, says
Ihe New Mexican.
He was later re-- ;
captured while hilling in a nearby
building, which, however, looked
far
more secure lo him than the place he
lefi. Much against "nis will, he was
returned t the jail and will have lo
take bis chancta along with the rest
of the prisoners tint II the expiration
Hovey found
of his sentence.
the
lean of his troubles in getting out of
Nu jail.
He would doubtless
have
muila good his retirement from public-lifhad ml Jose Ma. Garcia, Justice
of tL peace, espied him with his
eagle we and foil wed him to his hitting placv.

guard. One general officer whose
recommendations have much weight
with the president, is In favor of having a change of stations throughout
the army in twelve months, the
change to be made by marching
rather than by the use of railroads.
It was found that in the nearly l.ooo
mile march between tiations of the
Sixth Battery, field artillery, ibat .the
transfer was effected without much
Of
ditliculty or many privations.
course, there were discomforts, es
peciallv as the command encountered
bad weather, but the expense of the
transfer was pract ical'y nothing above
Ihe regular cost of maintenance
while the gniti in nraclical work was
of great value to the hitherto In
experienced men. There will be more
of these inarches in Hie coming year,
and Infantry, cavalry, ami light artillery commands will be sen! in to
the field periodically for three days
al a time, using the new three day
food packet urtd the emergency ration.
In these three days tours of
field duty there will be at least two
camps, so that Hie men may become
accustomed to taking care of themselves at night and preparing their
food away from the garrison.
REHEARING GRANTED JAP
CLARK BY JUDGE MANN.
Judge Edward A. Mann, of the
Sixth Judicial district court at Alama-gonlo- ,
Sat unlay granted a rehearing
proceedings
of the habeas corpus
hnnight by the attorneys of Jap Clark,
who shot anil killed Jame Chase, an
sheriff of Torrance county.
Tile hearing was set for February 25,
at l.'stancia. Clark may yet secure
bon. I. Attorneys A. U. Renehan and
M irk 1.. Thompson,
who are representing Clark, saitl thai they expected
to introduce additional evidence at
the r. hearing, which was granted for
that purpose. Clark has been placed
in the territorial peniuntlary at Santa
Fe for safe keeping. There Is at
bust no danger of the penitentiary
collapsing before the date of tho trial.
i

Mrs. Bieakaway Is making a lovely
olb ion of antiques."
i asses."
"i
"No, eld husbands."
I

FOR SALE
will

$25,000 rancn

at a
take small property

bar-gai-

Responsible
ESTATE.

REAL

NET

r

Co.

MEXICO

$100,000

fr8f,ffrllflrf lf
With Ample Means and Unsurpassed Facilities.

Extends to Depositors every Proper Accommodation,
Accounts Capital, $190,000.00.

and

8ollclts

New

OFFICERS AND DIRECTORS:
President.
W. 8. STRICKLER, V. P. and Caehler
W.J.Johnson, Asst. Cashier. Wm. Mcintosh J. C. Bsldrldje
Solomon Luna
A. M. Blackwell
George Arnot
O. E. Cromwell

SOLOMON

LUNA,

DEPOSITORY FOR THE ATCHISON, TOPEKA

Several Houses for Re it.

&

SANTA

FE RY.

$25000
CORNER LOT

Walter Street,

on South

FIRST NATIONAL BANK

$25000
If .Sold This Week.

ALBUQTJKRQTTX, N. If.

CO.,

PORTERFIELD
110 W. Gold.

Keep Your Eye on This Space.

Officer
JOSHUA 8. RAYNOLDd
W.
FRANK
M.

K. A.
H. r.

"

Dental Surgeon.

over
Rooms 15 and 16, Grant bloc.t,
company.
Goods
Dry
Rule
the Golden
'phones. Appointments made by
.

i
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Ain,

i
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McKRE

Cmm

FROST

Bernard S. Rodey.
Albuquerue
.
to all
N M. Prompt attention given
business pertaining to the ofprofusion
the tern
Will practice in all courts
tory and before the United State
land oince
Ira M. Bona.
W. 32 F street
ATTO RN
m w
Washington, D. C. Pensions,
caveats
lands, patents, copyrights, claims.
patents,
trademarks,
letter
- it n Druin
Albuquer
W.
quf N M Ofnce? First National
Bank buiming.
ATTOUNEY-AT-LAW-

E. W. DODson.

Office Crcm

.

AMuHaat Casta rw

,,

KAlNui.Do

JTiWiT'

Anthorhsx1 Capital
Paid Up Capital. Surpltu and Profits
DeposKory

for Atchieon,

Topka

A

Santa

.tt,Oa.a

.

wm

Fe Railway OoeBpaay

&

Office
avenue.
No. 306 Railroad
m.; 1:80
hours. 8:30 a. in., to 12:30 p. 4b2. Ap
p. m. to 5 p. m. Telepnone
pointments made by mail.
LAWYERS.

ATTORNEY-AT-LAW-

PrtjaMas

Ttoe Pre. Meat

V. S DKPOBITORT.

DR. J. E. KRAFT,

Both
man

aa4 Directors.

n .OUR NOT

DENTISTS.

aq-dres-

Irish-Americ-

RENDERED WAS AN
INTERESTING ONE AND GREAT-- ,
UY ENJOYED BY ALL.
The Holden Mission, located at the
corner of Eighth street and the Mountain road, was auspiciously dedicated
yesterday. The following Interesting
program was rendered:
Unveiling of picture of Mr. Holden,
Cincinnati philanthropist, after whom
the mission was named, by Miss Mer-rit- t,
of Chicago, secretary of I lie Woman's Home Missionary society of
the Baptist church In the west.
Song ly assemblage.
Heading of dedication poem, V. 11.
Worth.
Dedication prayer anil sermon, Robert L. Kelley, of Baptist church.
Mr. Kelley Kflectel flT his
"Other Foundation Can No Man .Lay
than that is Laid Which Is Jesus
Christ; Jesus Christ Himself Being
the Cornerstone."

"--

tests

split-seco-

PROGRAM

:

--- fi

first-clas-

way

WAS

DtDlCATEO

un-ii-

b.

lion-yar-

NIGHT

VAIU.a'UAY

Indoor College Meet.
Md., Ftl. 5. The tenth
annual indoor meet under the auspices of the athletic association of
the Johns Hopkins I'nlversity will
be held at the new Fifth Regiment
Armory this evening and promises
to be a big and highly Interesting
:event. The number of entries Is
filly large and some good material is said to be among the contestants entered for the various con-

Halt iir.ore,

s

Gfi-l-

Mitchell,

Sheldon.

Irish-Americ-

K)K

-

Interest Allowed on Savings Deposits

On

Copper Hvinue.
WANTED A live apprentice boy. to
learn the painters' trade. See Hudson, the South Second street ialnter.
WANTED Highest cash price paid
household goods. M.
fcr second-hanEllison, 403 South First street. Colo,
phone. Red 131.
FOK

FOUND.
Tli tee
keys,

ABILITY
yi.tir i.rrwnt connac- I
anil I plan
toM

624

on the

CARD

v;.

SHL

WE

without In nr
tlotin. ourwrvtt

300-30-

EXfKAOKDINARY

fr

-

Capital and Surplus

f

for cook
A good
WA.Vl'ED
ing. Address, A., Citizen olllce,
WANTED Girl for general housework. Apply mornings at 516 West

ATTRACTIVE ATHLETIC

4

ALBUQUERQUE,

names and addresses
tseowle who are
'Neccessary to Your Prosperity
e--

t
woman

Bowel-wor-

.

tho man
the man

-

Montettma Trust

1rt

911 Chtmlcal Building.
WAN I

One candy tablet night and morning,
taken regularly (or a short time, is warranted to cure the worst case of Constipation or Indigestion that walks the earth.
One tablet taken whenever you suspect
you need it will Insure you against 90 per
cent of all other Ills likely to attack you.
Because 90 per cent of these ills begin
In the Bowels, or exist through poor Nutrition.
Cascarets don't purge, don't weaken,
don't Irritate, nor upset your stomach.
They don't act like "Physic" that flush
out the Bowels with a waste of precious
Digestive Juice needed for tomorrow's

I
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H

box conThen carry the littlestantly with you In your purse, and
take a Cascaret whenever you suspect
you need It.
One Cascaret at a time will promptly
cleanse a foul Breath, or Coated Tongue.

When your Tongue Is coated
When you have Heart
burn, Belching, Acid Risings In
Throat.
When Pimples begin to peep out.
When your stomach Gnaws and
Burns.
That's the time to check coming Constipation, Indigestion and Dyspepsia.
That's the time to take a Cascaret.

mil

UV

the man
the man
the
the man

who fhrmid b working for you?
you money?
win would sln'Uy
M wcuM like to buy your hors!?
who would buy an interest In your buslnem?
who would buy that lot of ground?
who would buy your old bicycle?
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monthly.
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Citizen Want Ads. Furnish you

can thus, In a short
The
time, dispense with any Drug assistance
whatever.
Cascarets are sa(e to take as often as
you need them, wfiile pleasmt to eat as
Candy.

Tkl
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of
of
of
of

Bowel-Muscle-

Bowel-Murcle-

I

BO YOU WANT THE
NAME, AND ADDRESS

They stimulate the Bowel Muscles to
contract and propel the Food naturally
past the little valves that mix Digestive
Juices with Food.
s
They strengthen these
by exercising them.
This stronger action, producing greater
nutrition from food, brings back to the
s
greater strength for

Clear Eyes
Sweet Breath
Clean Tongue
Calm Nerves
Good Temper and
Poise
Eat a Cascaret whenever you suspect
you reed It. Carry a little 10c Emergency box constantly with you, In your
Purse or Pocket.
When do you need one?

The Citizen Publishing Company
at

E 1 UJ U K

M.
well block, Alhunuerque, N.

rnir
Wfl ng
F W. Spencer and V. O. building
Barnett
rooms
ford,
Albuquerque, N.
U
NOTARY PUBLIC.
Maddison,
D.
K.
Thos.
117 West
Office wdth W. B. Chllders,
Gold avenue.

President.

O. N. MARRON,

J. B. HERNDON, Cashier.

The State National Bank
of Albuquerque, New Mexico
Capital
Surplus

ami

$100,000.00
15,000.00

Undivided Profits

The State National bank solicits a share of your business, upon
nrncrpsKlve hanklnc- llhprnl ami nonnmln front.
nient. Correspondence or a personal Interview solicited.
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Morgan.
THE INDEPENDENT CONTRACare
TOR AND BUILDER Estimates soliccheerfully furnished; job work
shop at
ited Automatic phone. 724; Albuquer
street.
911 North Second
que, N. m
PHYSICIANS.
A. L.

"OLD RFLIABLE"

ESTABLISHED

L.

1871

B. RUTNEY

WHOLESALE GROCER
Flour, Grain and Provisions
Carries the Largest and Most Exclusive Stock ot Staple Groceries
In the Southwest.

FARM AND FREIGHT WAGONS

in

D.
A. L. MAHAFFEV, M.
exchange. Write, wire, phone or
ALBUQUERUE, N. M. Q
RAILROAD AVENUE
and Surgeon
Physician
Homeopathic
303
McSpadden.
talk with F. L.
Whiting building, over
25,
Room
south Hroaaway
Vann's drug store. Automatic
FOR SALE A good general merchantelephone, 4iu:
c
dise and grocery business, with meat
Oi
drTr". L. MUST,
market Included, and buildings for
Inquire, M. Dragoie, 300
rent.
N. T. A rm i jo o ' t ' .
Office,
North Hroauwny
treated with Hign
Tuberculosis
Latter Hmmd
Ft) R SALE
Hotel, European plan; Frequency .i.inDi rnrrPTit and u?r- 2u rooms,
newly furnished in new
Cnvalop
"Treatments given each aay
micnie
Tralnprl nUTSe
m
building; best location in city; a from x a. ra. 10 4
iNot
Had
fin,, business
proposition. Reason in at t enda n ce. fiot n phgggL
Program
for selling, poor hoaltu. Address,
"DR. J. D. NUSBAUM
invitation
F. J., thisofnce.
V
Ip.actice
Catalogue
jn
equity"
$700 will buy
FOlf'SALE
limited to diseases of the
..u
residence on the best
nose, ear, tnroai
Blank Booh
Office
street in the city; will rent for $15
14 and 15, Grant Blk.
Rocolpt Book
a.
leaving
town. F. L
month; owner
".
Hours, 8 to 10
0
McS:adden, to.i oiim lsroatlway.
.
double-baFOR SALE A
DR. W. G. SHADRACH,
in othar word
fl'itgun; bran new
relcd,
Nose
Room5
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never lias been used: onp of th Practice limitedTo Eye. Ear.
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and Throat.
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Fe
Santa
for
printer know
fic, for particulars.
Oc ulist and Aurlst
Railroad
LE
.
how to do
Office. 31314 West
Foil-SAA good paying hotel in lines.
?
avenue.
L.
T.
McSpadden.
3o0
small town.
1.30 to 5
Hour: 9 to 12 a. m. and
SouUi Broadway.
8
FOR "SALE Oil TRADE 2 riiTTuTng p. m.
UNDERTAKER.
bouses. T. L. McSpadden, :tini South
Broadway,
Cola Rod 115.
316.
ranch, p'lenty of Auto, 'phone
FOR SALE 1,000-acrBORDERS,
A.
harwater. 20 cows, 2 good hor-eCity Undertaker.
FILL
ness and wagon; 4 room house, barn.
13.
Building. Black
Club
etc., $3,000. N. Peach & Co., real Commercial
Tiearse, $a.
white
paESCBlPTlONS
RIGHT
and
estate dealers, 20S'.j West Gold
NEXT TO BANK OF COMMERCE
ASSAYERS.
avenue.
At Consistent' Prices
203 W. Ratfroad
BUSINESS EXCHANGE.
CORBET & COLLINS, United
I have
TO EXCHANGE
property in Civil and Mining Engineers.
Missouri,
Illinois,
Iowa,
Kansas,
State. Deputy Mineral Surveyors.
ASSAYERS.
Colorado and Arizona to trade for
..
,a
i
- Fe. N. M.
Albuquerque property
Talk with Kast suie ui i -.
.1.
me. T. L. McSpadden, :;mi s,mth
Broadway.
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Farwell,
R.
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I
AM
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HER
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t
Always
PAPER
Building
Armljo
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T. L.
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tock
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McSpadden. 300 South Broadway.
longest,
MATTERS.
most
full
economical,
"LAND
measure.
Paint, Qlasi, Sash Doors. te
mail".
McSPAbDEN The exchange
H. W. 8. Otero.
See him for btinlncst exchanges
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United States Court Commissioner
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venue
"
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703 West Silver
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Porea Addition

Grant Tract

Senate Will Amend the

President's Pet Railroad Rate Bill. .
li

MARK TWAIN

Beveridge

CHOICE LOTS

FEW

HUMOROUS

Still for Sale

Anxious to Make

LIST IS REDUCED

to

1125

Statehood Bill Unfinished
Business.
PENSION

FROZEN condition

THE

Washington, D. C, Feb. 6. Will the
pass the railroad rate bill in
militant laity the form In which. It
laswl the houee? That It will Is
he claim which the administration
forces are making today. The forces
opposed to federal regulation of railroad rates are silent. But they are
not manifesting any particular evidences of alarm.
It Is only within the past few days
hat this alleged change, of 'heart on
tho part of the senate has been claimed. It is true that a policy of noncommittal silence has taken the place
of ,the open snapping and snarling
in which tine raili'oad senators Indulged a week ago, but this does not
necessarily mean that the senate opposition has given way before the
aggression of the president and the
house. It may mean that a surprise
is being hatched or the a trap Is being
When the senate has a game to
play it plays it to the limit, and makes
use of all the arts anil subterfuges.
Is Senate In Corner?
Just now the administration and
house forces are pluming themselves
In the l'Uef that they have driven
1ho senate into a corner, and that it
will have to meet squarely the issue
f acceptance or rejection of the presi
As
dent's railroad rate program.
there has been no marked political
division in the house on the subject
of railroad rates, there w:uld soem to
be some substance for this assumption
The
contest.
of advantage in
senate, however, ha a. surprising way
of turning the tables on the other
fellow, and in its present attitude of
chastened humility is may be merely
playing '"possum."
One tiling Is certain, the senate is
getting itself in splendid condition to
talk to death any measure which it
docsnt' want to pass and doesn"t care
to openly reject. There Is a promise
that the Philippine tariff bill may
lake up a full month of the session's
time. An unlooked for opposition, has
developed in the senate against this
pet administration measure, and just
now it is a vehicle through which the
senate Is evidencing its hostility to
It is going to
the administration.
have rough sledding, and the fathers
if the measure are not likely fc3. recognize it when it gets back to the house.
Before isny Philippine tariff legislation
passes the senate at all there will be
a prolonged general tariff debate,
democratic senators having announced
a delrmination to open up he entire
tnibject.
Waiting for House Bill.
One of the things upon which the
claim of a railroad rate victory is
is the statement this week, by
d
ib
republican number of the senate
Committee 'n Interstate Commerce.
that no bill would he reported to the
tuaite from that committee until after tiie committee had received and
considered the house measure. It had
been expected that a modification of
the Klkins and Foraker bills would
be repelled as a:i independent senate
measure .and that the senate and
house ' ills would never have a chance
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until they rot in
conference.
Granting that this is the program
which the senate committee will follow, It means a great deal, or It may
mean very little. The fact must not
be lost sight of that the strongest
senate opposition to railroad rate legislation is not to be found within the
Committee on Interstate Commerce.
No matter what measure that committee reports, it will be fought in
the seriate by those senators who are
opiKsed to any railroad rate legislation, of whatsoever character.
The house has lamnounced a determination to fight the railroad rate bill
to a finish. It is given out flatly, by
men close to both President Roosevelt
and Speaker Cannon that the house
will accept no material mollification
of its rate bill at the hands of the sen.
ate, and that should the senate insist
upon amendments calculated to weaken the bill the house will hold congress in session indefinitely, cr until
Ihe senate yields,
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it over I think I would like to be a
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congressman.
A congressman
appears to have such a happy, care-fre" 'It Holding Claim No. 415.)
Depmmcnt of the Interior, United
existence. He slaps the speakeir on
Stii
Land Office, Santa Fe, N. M.,
the back, and ways. 'Hello, Joe! How's
Jan "ti 8, 190(5.
things?' That's real democracy; but
Noti r is hereby given that the fob'
who ever heard of a senntor slapping
lowing aa ued claimant has filed nothe vice president on the back, and
i
tice of '!.-- Intention
saying.
nmke final
'Hello,
Charley!
How's
Jinimv Britt la giving pointers to proof In s tpport of his clilm under
things?' He wculd need a
Bat-- !
McGovern
now
whip
Terry
to
on
sections J ii.d 17 of the act of March
or have to stand on top of a barred."
tling Nelson. Well, Terry will need 3, 1891,
Mats., .:.), Ri amended
them.
by the act if
21, 1S93. (27
SENATOR STONE HAS
-- O470), c "l Ctat'said proof will
POSTAL GRIEVANCE.
Harry Sttlnfeldt, third baseman, States.,
Senator Stone of Missouri Is riding whom Chicago secured from Cincin- be made before Hie L'nlte, statcB
a hlgn horse and vowing ''engenanee nati, has nlroiit made up uls mind to court commission r at Albuquerque.
of several hues and brands. He de- quit the game and engage In the mer- N.. M., on February 1?. lytic.. . vi..
Beatris C. do Sanchez, widow of
flates that the west is being discrim- cantile business in Texas.
Jesus H. Sandier., deceased, lor tl:e
inated against In favor of the east,
sc- - No- H45, situated In Sec. 25.
his particular complaint being that
It is settled that tiie National box- R- - 2 E.. and Sec. 30. T. 7 N.,:
- 7 N-- .
whe-ea- s
Ing
l!Hif,Teastern college publications
amateur championships for
are generally admitted to the mails will le held In San Francisco, under it. d r..
He names the following witnesses:
auspices of the Olympic Athletic
at jwund rates, the privilege Is
to prove his actual continuous adverse
nied publications of western colleges Club. The date has not been fix?:!.
possession of said tract for twenty
in all but a solitary exception.
O
The senntor put on his gum shoes' An Indianapolis newspaper declares years next preceding the survey of
fox 13 the equal of any econd tne townsuip, viz
and went down to the- Postofflce
Manuel Maes, of Valencia. N. M.;
partment to learn the whys and weher- - basemen in the country. This will
FORAKER STUMBLING
fores. He demanded of the Third As- - l'leaso Indianapolis patrons of the Mariano Perea, of Valencia, N. M.;
O. Chavez, of Valencia, N. M.;
BLOCK FOR STATEHOOD. slstant Postmaster
General an ex- - Pn,e without exciting any envy in Jose
Miguel Silva, of Valencia, N. M.
,,,.., in ,..,1. the big leagues
Whether the statehood bill, as re- - ..i..,,.,, i.,n
tn .h ,h
Any person who desires to protest
ported by Mr. Beveridge's committee nsnort' at the University of Missouri
0
Pan , olio, a wrestler who wad against the allowance of said proof
, ratJ
will get through the senate without ,ha(, been ,,arred from
"RHtl,1K a" TOmt r8 at St- Ixu"8'
or who knows of any substantial reamaterial modification is a matter of ,.rtvHege He was
id th it the law
retrned to New York to be trcatel son under the laws and regulation of
individual opinion. Many of the re- - wa al;aillst hira' fltl(1 that tne
by another the Interior department
h'''
why such
publican leaders believe It will, while
fontnK caused
would nave tolAld
,n the hint' U'r" proof should not be allowed, will be
more of them, notably Mr. Foraker, Vision. Thtn he began to look un',wreMk'r l,i,"g
ing
bout
given
d
a
an opportunity at the
Deiieve 11 win
the records and nvule the discovery;
e
time and place to
It is the purpose of Mr. Beveridge tnat eastPrn coneRH publications ap- tafk
bout Ihive Brain
There is some
witnesses
claimthe
said
of
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:
"
I'area to t.e ravoien.
siicee.lliie Fred Tennev
maniacer of ant, and to offer evidence In rebuttal
just assoon as u t cwvaui
straightway the Missouri senator; the n...i7.n tea next season, but it of
,Q
that submitted bv claimant.
ohtn
ratltnr'a
nc
resolution calling for an u nanlly ,laMe to occur. Tenney did
?,
L
IIs
MANUEL R. OTERO,
ronfldontly
investigation of the Postofflce Depart-- . as well'a, anybody could have done
fldy bill
Register.
lived thnt. t.ie suporters of the state- nwat
year.
team
a
with
weak
last
bill will be ttrong enougn to
hoed
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.
itiflt- n.c1t1nn until it
'""u I,
" Is .
PIE,
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Meanwhile, of; AS PENSIONER'S
i
If
ifnally disposed of.'"'".
Ii act ti ulnv all,
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game in Chicago,
(Small Holding Claim No. 698.)
after
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Department of the Interior, United
.i,.
by ..rersing measures .that are Dot ,,wn
over the graves at
heme
States land office, Santa Fe, N. M,
Sundav
particularly antenlzed.
28,06 pell8iontTS of the clvi, War a1.
"the HoUer
January 29, 1906.
sording to the statement of Pension ,eam 1)a8 felt the effect financially.
Notice Is hereby given that the folloSCARED BY BLACK
Varnor.
wing-named
claimant has filed no0
HAND POSTAL CARD.' Commissioner
1
01 .ule
' 11,8
" 'v"l
Conch Stigg will k commend two tice of his intention to mako final
A certain member of the House oil
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On the scrimmage line. He would permit 3, 1891. (26 Stats.. 854). as amended
!r3 of Ju,v
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It was
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lirt the righteous indignation will eh ,otal Ioss ,f lne
tension rolls, how- - wil!rh WOiiltl probably mean a
Stats., 470), and that said proof will
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''n'y 5.374. because 22.632 ary inf, ()f (ieftnse, which would nat- - be made before the United States
that his existence shall be ever'
w cases were adjudicated.
nt
tuallv rt suit in end running. Stacg court commissioner at Albuquerque,
filled with pence and calm.
thinks .a set of rules for prep, schools, N. M., on March 9, 106, viz.:
The trouble starttd one niornlng.1 STATUE FOR COLUMBUS
Placldo Sala.ar y Otero, for the S.
different from collose rules, would
when the member opened his
IN
NATIONAL CAPITAL, strike nt tie miM nf the pvils
H. C. No. 698, for lot 1, sections 25
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more.
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and these will be gone before the
week is out. The peer of any.
"CLOSE IN" unimproved lots in
the city, only two blocks from 4th
Ward Public School. Will advance 50 per cent within three
months. Call on us at once if you
think of buying. Only $10 down,

SELLERS, Agent

D. B. K.

Office Surety Investment Co.

ICSt

o

ground

60-foo-

Agent

D. B. K. SELLERS,

Kwiate

,.

Will not as yet permit grading and
until such time as the contractors
cn go to work we will tcontinue
lots
to sell these beautiful
at from $100 to $160 pt r lot.
$10 down, $1 per week.

10 per cent down, $5 per month.
The last opportunity you will have
to get in this favored section at
these prices and terms.
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NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
(Small Holding Claim v0..li.-,-4 i
(Small Holdlug
No. 686.)
Department of the Interior, Un ted Department of theClaim
Interior, Unite
States t.and Office, Santa Fe, N M.,
States Land Office, Santa Fe, N. M.
O
tont!
-j
inti.ru
January Z4.. 1906.
''"
Is
hereby given that tbe fol
Notice
Notice Is hereby given that the fol
lowing named claimant has flle.i no- lowing named claimant has
filed notice of his intention to make final tice of bis Intention to make
proof in support of h clalr-- i under proof in support of her claim final
under
sections 1G and 17 of iho act of March sections 16 and 17 of the act of Marcfe
:. 11, as
1. ISM. (26 Stnts..
amended 3. 1891. (26 Stats.. 854), as amended
v the .1 t cf February
(27 by the set of February 21, 189S, (27
?l.
States.. 1 7'H and tVtt paid proof will Stats., 470). and that said proof will
te
le before tiie United States be made before
States
r iiit c.eitmissioner at Albuquerque, court commissionerthe atUnited
Albuquerque,
N. .1
"u t:.e Uu!i day of February, N. M., on March 10, 1906, tI
IXti:, vii.. Abel Romero, for the S. II.
Deatriz Moya de Sedlllo, widow of
Vo.
In Sees. 13 and 24. T. 7 Jesus Sedlllo, deceased,
the S. H.
N., R. 2 K., and Sees. 18 and 19. T. 7 C. No. 686, In lot 1, sec.for
36, T. 7
N., R. 3 E.
R. 2 E., and sec. 31. T. T N., R 1 K,
He names the following witnesses and lot 2. sec. 36, T. 7. N., R. 2 E.
to prove his actual continuous adverse
She names
following witnesses
possession of said tract for twenty to prove her the
actual, continuous, adyears next preceding the survey of verse possession
of said tract for
the township, viz.:
twenty years next preceding the iur-ve- y
Eracllo Garcia, of Peralta, N. M.;
of the township, viz.:
Jesua Garcia, of Valencia, N. M.; Melt-terEsteban Rael, of Valencia, N. M.;
S. Otero, of Peralta, N. M.; Hlg-ini- Bernardino Sedlllo, of El Cerro, N. M.;
Chavez, of Peralta, N. M.
Estanlslao Otero, or El Cerro, N. M.;
Any person who desires to protest Amada Otero de Sedlllo, of El
Cerro.
against the allowance of said proof N. M.
or who knows of any substantial reaAny person who desires to protest
son under the laws and regulations of against the allowance of said
proof,
the Interior department why such or who knows of any substantial reaproof should not be allowed, will be son under the laws and regulations
given an opportunity at the
d
of the Interior department why mcJi
e
time and place to
proof should not be allowed, will bs
the witnesses of said claim- given an opportunity at the
ant, and to offer evidence In rebuttal
e
time and place to
of that submitted by claimant.
the witnesses of said claimant,
MANUEL R. OTERO,
and offer evidence in rebuttal of that
Register. submitted by claimant.
MANUEL R. OTERO,
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
Register.
(Small Holding Claim No. 6C2.)
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
Department of the Interior, United
States Land Office, Santa Fe, N. M.,
(Small
Holding Claim No. 126.)
January 17, 1906.
Department of the Interior, United
Notice Is hereby given that the folStates Land Office, Santa F, N. M,
lowing named claimant has filed noJanuary 3, 1906.
tice of his Intention to make final
Notice la hereby given that the folproof in support of his claim under lowing
named claimant baa filed nosections 16 and 17 of the act of March
3, 1891 (26 Stats., 854). as amended tice of his Intention to make final
proof
In
aupport of lis claim under
by the act of February 21, 1893 (27
16 and 17, of the act of March
Stats., 470), and that Bald proof will sections
1891, (26 Stats., 854), aa amended
be made before United States com- 3,
act of February 21, 1893, (27
missioner at Albuquerque, N. M., on by the 470).
and that said proof will
February 27. 1906, viz Federico San- Stats.,
made before the United States
chez y Montoya, for the Small Hold- be
court
commissioner at San Rafael, N.
ing Claim No. CC2. situated In Sec. M.p
on February 9, 1906, viz.: Barbara
24, T. 7 N., R. 2 E.
J.
de Pino, for the lota 1 and 2, secHe names the following witnesses
to prove his actual continuous ad- tion 20; lot 3, section 16 and 17, tows-shi10 north, range 7 west.
verse possession of said tract for
He names the following wltneases
twenty years next preceding the surto prove his actual continuous advey of the township, viz:
possession of said tract for
Meliton S. Otero, of Peralta, N. M.; verse
y
Juan Apodaca, of Valencia, N. M.; twenty years next preceding the
of the township, viz:
Penito Armijo, of Valencia, N. M.;
Estanlslas Oariey, of Peralta, N. M. M.;Oorgonio Figueroa, of Cubero, N.
Pablo I.ucero. of Cubero, N. M..
Any person who desires to protest
Baca, of Cubero, N. M.; Juan
against the allowance of said proof, Ranlsta
I).
or Cubero. N. M.
Martinez,
or who knows of any substantial reaAny
person
who desires to protest
son under the laws and regulations
of the Interior department why such against the allowance of said proof,
or
who
knows of any aubstantlal reaproof should not be allowed will be
given an opportunity at the above son under the laws and regulations of
why such
mentioned time and place to cross the Interior department,
proof should not be allowed, will be
examine the witnesses of said claimgiven
an opportunity at the above
ant, and to offer evidence In rebuttal
mentioned time and place to
of that submitted hv claimant.
the witnesses of said claimMANUEL R. OTERO, Register.
ant, and to offer evidence In rebuttal
of
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
that submitted by claimant.
MANUEL R. OTERO.
(Homestead Entry No. 6048.)
Register.
Department of the Interior, Land Ofo
fice at Santa Fe, New Mexico, Jan
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
uarv 30. 19uii.
(Small Holdine Claim No. 617.)
Notice is hereby given that ttia i lowing named settler has filed notice Department of the Interior, United
of nis Intention to make final proof n
States Land Office, Santa Fe, N. M.,
January 9, 1906.
support of his claim, and that said
proof will be made before the probate . Notice Is hereby given that the
at Albuquerque, New Mexico, on lowing named claimant has filed
(i, 1906, viz.:
.fee of his intention to make final
Manuel Chaves y Tnrrieta, of Uer-- i proof iu support of his claim under
nalillo county, New Mexico, for the sect ions 16 and 17 of the act of March
lot 4, of the southeast quarter of the' 3, 1891, (20 Stats., S54), as amended
southwest nuarter of section 19, town-- ! I'v the act of February 21, 1893, (27
States., 470), and that said proof will
ship ll north, ratine 3 east.
He names the following witnesses ho made before the United States
t prove his continuous residence court commissioner at Albuquerque,
upon and cultivation of said land, viz.: V
" February 17, 1906, viz.,
iio Apodaca y Candelaria, of o lora Sanchez de Vigil, for the S. II.
Albuquerque. New Mexico; Francisco C. No. 617. In lot 1
Sees. 25, 26, 15
2 and 4. Sec. 26, and lot
(Jrleeo, of Albuquerque, Now Mexico; m l 36; bits
-,
T. 7. N., R. 2 E.
Sec.
Manuel Antonio Pena. of Pajarlto.
De mines tho following witnesses
New Mexico; Ramon Lopez, of Allm
' r) prove his actual continuous adverso
'tuerque, x. w' Velco.
possession of said tract for twenty
MANUEL R. OTERO.
Register. v,'ar next preceding the survey of
tho township, vl..:
o
NOTICE TOH PUBLICATION.
Juan Apodaca, of Valencia, N. M.;
B"iiito Armijo, of Valencia, N. M.;
Li.try No. 8 s. )
Ill
Manuel Alarid, of Valencia, N. M.;
lietiaittnen: ,., the Interior. I.mt,l nf j,.Ma Garcia, of Valencia. N. M.
flee at Sal, a
e. .New Mexico, Jan;
Ay M.r(m wno desires to protest
i'n..
miry .m,
nuaitist the allowance of said proof
Notice is Im- i- .v piven tint the fob ,;r who knowi of nnv g,,8tant,al rea.
lov.w.g named Mtil.r ban filed notice
UUl1f,r
,0 laW3 an,, reKuiatl0Mof
of his iii'.i.'ien 'o make Until proof In the Interior depart nient why such
support o! his claim, and that sabl. ,,roof
,.t ,
a!ow0l1, wi
proof will Iv made before the probate KlvPn an opportunity at the above-elerat All.uqu.Tque, New Mexico. Oil mentioned time and nlace to cross- March ii, llenl. viz.
examine tho witnesses of said
claim-,, .,,
John A. .Sweeney, of Bernalillo ntl.
vt. ,,,. . -- )..
county. Ne.v Mexico, for the lot 7 of that submPtct l.v rh.lniart
fraction ot the southeast quarter of
MANUEL R. OTERO.
the southeast quarter, or lot C, and lot
Register.
1. section l. townliii 8 north, raiiije
2 east.
BEAUTY CULTURE.
He ti inn s the following witnesne
MRS. M. HELENA LEONARD,
t
prove bis continuous residence
Graduate of Parisian Institute.
upon and cultivation of said land, vi.: '
Late of New York city. The latest
Janus K. ISinuham. John W. MarM mile!
Lone
ie t!
and KH A Can- scientific appliance and up to data
trell. all of All. iniiierqiie. New Mexico., ''"'thods fo- - treating the hair, face
MANUKL R. OTF.1M ).
ad scalp. Complexion uteamtng and
'
Register.' I' leaching; manicuring and shampoo- r
'.in. Klectrolytlc automaticI water
A Cl l.en want a, will cH 'lie l.lsl- aveliuO.
till West tiol
Auto phone 279.
tioss. Try one.
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City's Shame
of Albuquerque's cltitenship has a;ain

Tlio attention
bwn called, and that liv no pleasant way, to the tender-lii- n
district, by the outruK committee there lust night.
to
The reference to that affair in this column, ia
Mint a moral and mil to adorn a tale. How nint h longer,
many are now asking How much longer does the
council Inleml to neglect cleaning up this polluted
t.rictT The matter has boon before the council for
months, and there is no more Indiraton of notion
now than there was before the question began to be
agitated.
im-iel-

wv-er-

al

The people of Albuquerque are almost a unit in (ho
demand that this polluting and offensive sore shall be
removed from the very heart of the city, where It now
ruins a valuable business section, and forms a subject
for damaging comment by every visitor to the city.
Kuch an affair as that of last night emphasizes the
fact that the scarlet women must lx segregated; but 11
also confirms the contention thnt while the reservation
should be removed, and fteps to that end be taken at
once, yet must the new location not be beyond the limits
t easy police inspection. Such course has been purWhy cannot it be done in Albusued In other places.
querque as well? In this connection The Citizen offers
the following suitable comment on the subject, taken
from a recent Issuo of the St. Louis Dally News:
"There ia a rumor abroad that the ugly developments
brought out by the police Investigation may result In a
clean-u- p
much-neede- d
for the city. It Is said one probable result will be the setting apart of a section of the
city wherein the immoral women will be compelled to
dwell with very heavy punishment for any found plying
their trade outside that district. This certainly looks
As it ia now, they are scatlike he only sensible plan.
tered all over town, and scarcely a block outside the
They should
swell residence places is free from them.
lie corraled and compelled to confine themselves to their
But in selecting the district for the
allotted eection.
'bad lands' care should be taken to keep real estate and
When the boundaries
rent sharks from getting control.
are once denned, there should be some sort of assurance
Heretofore speculators and schemers
of permanence.
fcave been able by combination and political influence to
change these boundaries so often that the women were
Circuit Attorney Sager favors going
kept on the wing.
He
even further than simply segregating the women.
wants a regular directory and record system established,
whereby the history, antecedents and criminal career,
with photograph, of every woman will always be in the
Ho would compel every woman
possession of the police.
to give her real name, as well as her aliases."

City Beautiful

On

tho question of organizing to make a city

beauti-

ful, thd Bl Paso Herald recently contained the following
excellent suggestions, which are as eminently appropriate
to Albuquerque as to the Pass city:
"Why would it not be a good idea for all the property
owners residing on any one street, or in any one small
section of the city, to organize for city improvement in
iheir immediate neighborhood?
"There is always a certain degree of neighborhood
Sidewalks, street grades, curbs,
prido insuch things.
retaining walls, public parks, private grounds, trees and
grass plats, are all matters which concern everybody.
Cooperative effort would accomplish wonders.
"Take the one matter of grass along the sidewalks
It would add greatly to
between the walk and the curb.
the appearance of any street if this space were grassed
A very little expense- and
and kept green all summer.
a little regular care would accomplish it. Uniformity In
The rebitching poets and tree protectors would help.
moval of tin cans and rubbish from back and side yards
would add much to tho pleasure of living for the
-

"The children ought to be organized and taught to
care for flowers and grass and pleasant
.things.
They might be encouraged to organizo little
neighborhood governments, with policemen and park
commissioners and sanitary commissioners and alb Boys
are miniature men; give them some work to do and appeal to their pride and they will do fine work with pleasIdle, they are apt to get Into misure and Interest.
Few children would tramp (lower beds and break
chief.
blossoms if talked to intelligently by an interested elder,
and enlisted for a more beautiful city.
"El Paso is a long way from beginning to utilize her
It is costing us money
splendid natural advantages.
every day we neglect the material aspect of our city.
We want to make El Paso a city that visitors cannot get
Why
away from, for very fascination.
Wo can do it.
not start?"

,i!love and to
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Honesty Crumbled

By The Citizen Publishing Company
President

M

How MarK Twain's

Published Dally and Weekly
W. 8. STRICKLER
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(Gift

The milk of
What a beneficent government this is.
human kindness seems to (low with especial facility in
There there has been a dethe potttoffice department.
It would seem that it
ficit Bo long that rt is expected.
is encouraged and desired.
Think of giving 4uii per
day to one railroad over and above the regular charges,
for the sake of what nobody seems to know, unless it is
The amount
that J. plerpout Morgan wants the money,
.
"handed over annually is $142,175.
Special subsidies to enable railways to carry the
mails Is such an absurd proposition that no postmaster
general has had the effrontery to make the recommeu
The Idea that the American railways, the richdation.
est and most prosperous in the world, need ue paternal
istic fostering care of the government in order to enable
them to keep up a reasonable train connection between
Washington, O. C, and New Orleans is a thought which
is unctuous in humor. The Idea that the .1. Hierpoul
Morgan consolidated system, with its 117 millions of
watered stock, over and above Hs legitimate capitaliza
tion, needs the pap prescribed for infant ludusiries, is
almost indecently funny.
And yet this is what the house commute on post- offices and postroads, Jesse Overs! rect, chairman, has
been appropriating each year, utnl is getting ready to
appropriate again. And practically every year the sub
joct b aired in the house of representatives, and mem
tiers of congress are found with brass enough to ge
up and actually defend the appropriation.
St. Johns, Arizona, Herald:
lion. ('has. Strong,
e
assemblyman from Cochise county, latnly arrived in
and sent a big check to Kev. Shields in Washington
to help defray the expenses of the anti crowd there. Mr.
Strong has built a fine residence in I.os Angeles.
This
sounds funny: the assemblyman of Cochise county,
to live in l.os Angeles; but if ou will look oer
the Hat of antis. you will discover (hat a majority of
them uuo Arizona only for making money and not for a
permanent home.
Jointure is not good tor their ou'y
use.
Kis-lie-

Ari-Eon- a,

Delegate Mark Smith, of Arizona,
New Mexican:
tuts Introduced a bill lo provide for the election of district court Judges and district court clerks in his territory. Mr. Smith is evidently displeased with the present judicial system in Arizona.
The chances for the
passage of his measure are small euough to be pulled
through the eye of a needle.
While New Mexico and
Art sou a are territories, district court Judges will be appointed by the president and confirmed by the United
Htates senate.
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Shrincrs,
Hallut Abynd Temple.
a smoker this evening at 8
o'clock.
Alamo HlveNoT I, S. O. L. M., will
meet In regular review in I. O. . K.
hall tomoirow t 2:30 p. m.
Tho Knights of Pythias will hold a:
regular meeting this evening at their,
castle. S. K. .Newcomer, K. of K. S.
0
Mrs. W. (5. Hope has issued r:irds
( i:.-- n il ion wi at
it Is. for a reception to le held at the Hope
TinAniciie.ui uses home, 81.") West Copper avenue, Satlo.
hi; Chii.-tiii.- i
private urday afternoon, -- I'eoruary
O
morals every day In
Mrs, J. A. Weinman lias issued int he
ear I. tit two. And vitations of a very unique description
on these t , (i he lays to a Valentin'' party lo lie given at
aside his Christian her home on West Tijeras avenue,
private morals nnd Sai unlay, February 17.
carries his Christian
Washington's Lintlnlay Is to be
public morals to the celebrated I" lais city with a number
all
undo
polls and tax olllce ami does the best he can to
of church, club and social parties, ar- his year's faithful work. And afterwards he looks about rangements tor a number of which
and blames everybody but the right one, which Is him- have alreadv been completed.
self.
There are several Valentine's day
My honesty was adamantine.
"1 was an honest man.
parlies to lie given on the 14th of this
crumI
am
But I lived In this atmosphere a year, and
month by prominent Albuquerque sobling.
When I found that the tax officers were letting cial leaders, particulars of which will
a whole crop of millionaires live in New York cheaper le published in this column later.
I wasn't going to run this
than they did me, I was hurt.
The Ladies' Auxiliary of the BroIn 1j minI began to disintegrate.
town all myself.
of Locomotive Engineers
1
was Just a mere moral sand therhood
utes I had crumbled.
will give a musical tea at Odd Fellows
TOO LATE TO CLASSIFY
pile.
And I put up my bands and swore off every rag hall Wednesday afternoon, February
of personal property, so that the tax officers were nioved, 7, from 2 to G o'clock. Kveryltody in
I fell, in the esteem of these tax officers, and should vited.
FOR RENT Two unfurnished rooms
5mi Soutii Walter street.
have fallen in my own, only I had touched tart torn, and
Mr.
Ufeld
Mrs.
and
enter
Bernard
there was no place to fall to. Hut we all swear. Includ- tained a number of their friends Sun FOR RENT Furnished rooms and
room for light housekeeping.
511
ing the ladles.
The sin Is not In the word, but In the day night at the llfeld home, 619
South Third street.
When a lady Just misses her West Copper avenue, at which time
spirit back of the word.
train and utters an unprintable little ejaculation, the Mr. nnd Mrs. Austrian, of Chicago, FOR RENT Rooms for light house- keeplng, at the Roosevelt house.
spirit of it is d n, and It is d n that is recorded against and Mrs. Albert Eiseman, of Boston,
302
Railroad avenue.
were gueets of honor.
her.
ForTRENT Store room in Masonic
"Hut a gentleman can swear, and be a gentleman
The ladies of the Degree of Honor
Temple, North Third street; size,
John Fiske, will
still, If he only does It in the right spirit.
give a Valentine and card party
40x60 feet. Apply to J. C. Ferger,
the historian, swore once or at least well, I'll tell you Wednesday evening, February
7, at
secretary.
how it was: His little boy had been very naughty so Odd Fellows hall, commencing at 8
Family horse, with bug-gy- .
his mother said so naughty that she had to interrupt o'clock. A small admission fee will FOR SALE Oertie
Reld, 715 South
Mrs.
The little be charged and during the course of
hla father in his work to tell him about it.
Edith street.
boy had said his Aunt Mary was a fool and tnat nis the entertainment refreshments will
LOST Lady's small watch and fob,
Fiske looked very grave be served.
Aunt Jane was a A n fool.
carrying
Initial "M." Finder re
me
for a time, and then he said: 'Well, thats ationt
The "Knockers' Club" after a ban
Citizen office and receive
to
turn
distinction I should make between them myself.'"
quet at the St urges European hotel.
last evening, called at the home of
Jake Levy and gave the family a
grand surprise.
They were thirteen
In the party, nil of whom report a
0. W. Strong's Sons
jolly evening as the guests of Mr.
Levy.
Mark Twain says
that "most Americans
have two sets of
Christian
morals
a
set of Christian prlv-ni- e
morals and a set
Hut it is
iikibIk.
Chrtsii.tn
private
public
of Christian
nrirals that have made

will hold

IFR OM LAST SEASON
Broken Line. Sold tip to $21.00
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FINE CLOTHING and FURNISHINGS
THE PRIZE
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WITHIN REACH.
A

The best cigar for the money that has
pleased yottr optics, tickled your palate, dellghtei your nostrils for many
a day the very well known and better liked White Lily. Its all well
enough to brag we prefer to let the
White Lily C- - a little shouting for
itself. One costs five cents; 60 In a
box tax your pocketbook $2.

A.

I

J.

RICHARDS

1132 WEST

RAILROAD

AVENUE
THE FIRST LESSOR
IN BRFAn M1KINR
Is the most Important of all; that
Is the selection of proper flour.
There is no difficulty about this it
Empress flour Is chosen. It 19 so
good and makes such sweet, white
and nutritious bread as to be unsurpassed by any milled. The best
bread makers use it for that very
reason.

OCOOCOOOXC0000XX0X)00X0

Ohio Proposal to

Hall Incurables
ockxxxxoxxxxoxxoooockxco

"Barbarous," "inhuman," "murderous," are the terms
physicians and lawyers soiemnij
condemn tho bill before the Ohio legislature for the pain
The mild term "unscientific"
less death of incurables.
If the
does not sound so loud, but it carries further.
killing of patients afflicted with "Incurable" diseases had
been considered the only means of relief in tho past,
who would have been moved to devote days and years
Many diseases
and lifetimes to the study of curing?
which long seemed incurable are now successfully treat
ed.
For countless centuries, the plague, tne smatipox,
rabies, tuberculosis, and swift, subtle diphtheria carried
with them the sentence of death, but men sought pa
tiently nnd preslstently for effective ways to ngnt tnese
lreadful foes of humanity, even sacrificing their lives in
unselfish zeal; and as a result we have vaccination, inoculation and antitoxin, and millions once deemed Incurable are saved:
Within the memory of old physicians the prepara
tions for a surgical operation were alarmingly simple;
enough carbolic acid to nearly stifle the operators was
thrown alxmt the operating room, and that was nil. Only
Hut now, from
to 10 per cent of the cases recovered.
a hospital of high standing, where the operating room
is surgically clean, conies the report of over 100 con
secutive abdominal operations WHICH were entirety suc"floing under the knife" has lost its terrors
cessful,
because men have investigated the source of trouble and
have become acquainted with the tiny, unseen minister
of good and evil bacteria and know how to manage It
Today a vital organ is removed from the human body,
and the growth, which had
eY:mine,t hv he
threatened life Is detected and successfully treated.
The day before that it
Yesterday this was impossible.
was undreamed of.
Suffering and struggle against death have spurred
Must they sudden
men on to accomplish these things.
Iv be called on to halt, to strive no more, to accept de
Must' they reverse their course, and give death
feat?
nstead of life? Killing Is no Incentive to curing. Slip
umng
ping off burdens never strengthened shoulders,
up problems never developed minds.
iu which pronuueiit

00XXXXC00X)0XXXX3X500000
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Holocaust

(Slocumm

tX)XX0XXX)X)XKX)00XK0XKXKOOt
For the next ten years, unless his sentence is commuted, tho captain of the steamer Slocum, In the burning of which limit lives were lot, will be paying the
The old and decrepit boat
penalty for taking chances.
he commanded, loaded to the water's edge with human
freight, was equipped with life preservers that were
rotten and with small boats that proved utterly inefficient
to gel his passengers to the shore, only a few rods away,
f'apt. Van Schnick has leeu convicted of neglect of duty.
His fate may be an eiteciive warning to many other ship
captains who carry too lightly their enormous responsibilities and trust loo tar in the fickle jade Luck.
lint if there was a negligeut commander in charge
of the Slocum there must have been negligence in the
owners who inn Iijii there.
The owners who employed
this careless captain and sent their boat out with its
iintit equipment anil its unlit, undisciplined crew why
does noi the criminal charge of negligence extend to
thein, too?
And the official Inspectors who passed upon
the outfit as a matter of form instead of condemning it
The
as a matter of ciutv what of their negligence?
rotten lioai with its rotten ropes and rotten life preserv
ers was officially pronounced safe.
Is the criminal neg
ligence of the Inspectors to le overlooked?
If the crimes of these owners and inspectors are to
go unpunished, then other owners and other inspectors
will feel encouraged to pluy fast and loose with human
lives in the assurance that iu case of dHiaster the captain
will bo made the scapegoat.
If the horrible Slocum
aftlair is to be made an effective lesson, there must tie
punishment, not only ,f the Incompetent, man employed
to command the rotieu boat, but ouishmeiit of the own
era who permitted the boat to rim and lnuiishment of
the inspectors who pronounced it safe.

Pankow, 722
Marquette avenue, celebrated
the
nineteenth anniversary of tbeir wedding yesterday afternoon at the home
of Rev. and Mrs. Jcthland, on North
Fourth street.
About forty friends
of the couple were present to partake
of the hospitalities of the host and
hostess. Mr. and Mrs. Pankow have
been residents of Albuquerque but a
short time, coming here from Sioux
Falls, S. D., where the Pankow Brothers haveone of the largest manufacturing departments in the northwest. During the course of the afternoon refreshments were served and
Mr. and Mrs. Pankow were the recipients of many beautiful presents. A
musical program, consisting of vocal,
violin arid piano selections was rendered daring the afternoon.
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UNDERTAKERS
Superintendents
Fairvlew
Santa Barbara Cemeteries.
MONUMENTS

M. BERGER,

ana

Wholesale Agent,
West Copper Ave.

114

N. Second St.. Both Phone

201 211

'

When you want something In the

House Furnishing Line
So To

,

LOCAL

Chas. L. Keppeler
South Second St.x
nrlce nald for household
New and second hand goods
.1
,.1.1
I,
trugiii.
uivi
aim duki. xI11,..,ao.
uuiiwi Wna
,
Red 282; House Black 2G3.
133
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goods.
E. L. Washburn, the clothing merchant, left this morning on .a business trip to Chicago. ,
Floyd J. Gibbons, the deputy Internal revenue collector, with headquarters at Phoenix, came In from
Santa Fe. Saturday night, "nnd continued on homeward.
Mr. Gibbons was
at Santa Fe familiarizing F. E.
the new deputy for New Mexico, with the duties.
Mr. McConnell
took the position made vacant recently by the resignation of A. J.

CXDOOOOOOOOOO

LOW PRICES

The Best Place to Eat

Pollock's

EASY PAYMENTS

Restaurant

FURNITURE,

120 WEST SILVER AVENUE.
OOOCOOOOCOCXXXXXXXXXXXXX)

Wootton

&

and

Ranches

Farms

M
of the Pecos valley.
Jack Ijiwson, a prize fighter from KX)C)COOOCiXXOCXDOCXOCOC)C)0
New York, is in the city. He recently
came from Deuver, where he met Jim
Flynn before the smoker of the Eagles'
lodge, and lioted the latter In seven PAINTS. OILS, VARNISHES AND
BRUSHES.
rounds. Lawson saws he was the sar- rlng iartner of Sharkey back In New
Saddles, Lap
Harness,
Leather,
York, and he is now on his way to
Horse Blankets, Etc. Pal
Los Angeles to sign articles for a go Robes,
years and
with Dave Harry. "Kid" Stevens, metto Roof Paint; lasts five
who claims Albuquerque as his home. stops leaks. Cash paid for Hides and
Intends Xy go to Denver shortly to Pelts.
AVENUE.
meet Flynn. and Lawson sjijs he will 109 WEST RAILROAD
give Steveus some good pointers ou
how to get the befit of Flynn.
'Ine New Mexican says: John R,
Foulks, general agent of the New York
Life Insurance comiiany. of Albuquerque, was In Santa Fe Saturday ou Insurance business. He is getting prox
ies from policy holders in favor of FOURTH ST. AND RAILROAD AVE,
John ClaMln. Clarence ll. McKov ami
Oscar S. Strauss, of New York, V rep
resent, policy holders of that company:
fJim-VlIat th, ntockholders' meetings to bej
m hi during the current year.
JLr
He Is
sue; i (ding well. Mr. Foulks came to
Albuquerque a few moulds ao. having been transferred from Portland.
Ore., and U pleased with his change of
station ami the iucrtased impoitanee
or the duties or nis i Minor.
in a recent leucr in ms paper, tne
mixes ana Kncaas r
Atchison, K.8, Globe, Kl How,, who
is traveling in the Orient, wioi,. Wiat
bread thoroughly I
he saw a man on the ho.n going to
vVV
in Three Minutes. K
India who knew Ellsworh Instils, of
man.
Albuquerque. The
or hoy, as
Mr. Howe later refers to him. was
traveling with four other boys under
not touch the
a tutor, who was not very popular on
tho boat, and more especially was he "
douh.
disliked y the boy who knew
lugalls. This Ik said that he
would shoot the tutor if he had a gun.
This boy Is most likely Aha Cochran,
who is quite well known in .;i,u.'
querque, as he told Mr. Howe that his
father had lecelitly mairied a widow,
Alva Cochran is now t ravelin- - in in.'

The Colorado Telephone Co.
Room
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NEW

YORK

ANTONIO

HOME

ARMIJO,

GROWN

Special Sales Every Saturday.

FAIR

Prop.

PURE CHILE

Auto Phone 601.

121 N.

Third Street
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MELIN I & EAKIN,

Wholesale liquor and

Oar

Dealers

Exclusive Aeenta for Vellowatone and O. F. C. Whiskies, Moet ft
Chandon White Seal Champagne. St. Louis A. B. C. Bohemian and
Jos. Scbllt Milwaukee Bottled Beers, and owners and distributors
of the Alavarado Whiskey. Write for our Illustrated Catalogue and
Price List. Automatic Telephone, 199. Salesroom, 111 South First
Street. Albuquerque, New Mexlo.

BREAD
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T. Armljo Building.
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LOW RATES

Albuquerque
Hardware
Company

i

i

0

O00000000000000oo
MISSION FURNITUREjj
I.at,--

$

DealgU8

Just Received,

9

from

SHOP OF THE CRAFTERS

a

Ladles' Desks and Chairs, Customers' Plate Racks, Book Racks, Hat
Hacks. Hall Trees, Library and rarlor Stand Tables, Medicine Cab- inets and Rockers.

The McBrian Furniture Co.
WE ARE SELLING

Bent's Insect Ik'siroyer, the best bug and Insect destroyer made. It Is
harmless to human beiuss, but death to all Insects. 35c Per Bottle.

Albuquerque
H.
Hardware
Company AVe.'CT

FOURTH ST.

AMD

RAt.0D

2

MONEY IN YOUR POCKET
by using the toll lines of

Thos. F. Keleher

th

"I made $350 on that 60c," said a
prominent Albuquerque business man,
on the completion of his conversation
over the Long Distance Telephone.

Correspondence Solicited.
123 S. Third St.,
ALBUQUERQUE : . . . N.

e

i:ils-wor-

& Co. xSi

c9

RENTALS

AND

STOVES

RANGES

Borradaile

Myer,

Real Estate

s

CROCKERY,
AND
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Loomis.
Colonel W. S. Hopewell has returned frcmthe Pecos valley, where he
has been tn business connected with
the building of the Albuquerque Eastern railroad. Mr. Hopewell states that
valley is the most prosperthe Pet-oous locality in the United Status, and
that 5X0.000 ecres of fine farming
bind In the artesian belt are being
filled up rapidly by settlers. He says
that new towns are springing up like
mushrooma, that new homes, new
wells and Irrigation is making u iara-dls-

Reassuring.
Such Frenchmen as feared a war with Germany have
received great comfort from a report In the Staatsburger
The new tariff bill for the I'liUippim-s- , which is exeitung that the kaiser has declared that In the event
pected to help the islands a great deal and pave the way of hostilities he himself would act as chief of the gen ilia.
to free trade with this country, admits all Philippine pro- eral staff. London Punch.
ducts into the United States free of duty except rice,
CORN
agar and toloco. which are to pay
of the
The Unexpected.
$1.15 A HUNDRED.
existing tariff rates.
These provisions hold until April
Office Ho- y- There h a ilicy-holdAT PALMER'S.
wants to see you
11, 1909. tho date at which the clause In the treaty of about
501 NORTH FIRST STREET
Paris which gives Spain equal privileges with the United
Insurance President Throw him out!
For foius, coughs, hi,
s and all
States In trade with the Philippines expires., .tfter Hiat
Office Hoy About increasing his policy. Iuiib diseases, uie (v
id Syrup
dat there Is to be absolute free trade between the PhilInsurance President oh show him in ami bring of Eucalyptus.50
i
hot lie at
ippine and the United States.
him a cocktail, quick!
Kuppe's.
Puck.
one-four- th

BLOCK.

STRONG

Mr. and Mrs. Louis

SOLD

ONLY BY US.

II. BRINGS

IMiOfS. ALVAKADO

Klrst St. and Gold

At.

COMPANY

1MIAKMACY

Both Phones

I
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DOCTOR

TIGHT

ALUUQUKKOUK

-'

f!L

SERIOUSLY INJURED

;

In a Gasoline txplosion While

Experimenting in (lis
Labratory.
SCALP

WOUNDS

NOT DAMjLROI'S

With a dull roar that could be hoard
across the campus, come gasoline
"men tie was using In experimental
rk exploded dangerously
Injuring
lr. V. (. TlKht. president tf the University of New Mexico, and reneiing
him unconscious.
Ur. Tight iiad JiiFt left the house of
Professor Htxlgin, where he has apartment, shortly after 3 o'clock yesterday ftfternton for Hartley hall, say.ng
he Intended to conduct some experiments.. Shortly after his departure a
dull roar was heard in" the direction
of Hartley hall, and Mrs. Htxlgin stated
to her husband that 8h? feared harm
bad bcfallea the doctor. Trofessoi
Hodgln hurtled to the hall where he
aw br. Tight leaning over an open
window to which he had dragged himself after the explosion. Blood was
flowing from several scalp wounds
and a great
In the right side
of his head showed where the force of
the explosion had driven a piece of the
Iron Jug, in which the gasoline had
leen stored and which Itself was
blown to bits, some of the jug and apparatus with which the doctor had
been working being imbedded In the
surr:undlng walls.
Professor Hodgln immediately summoned medical awltauce and Dr.
James Wroth responded. Afler a hasty
examination of the wounds Dr. Wroth
had Pror. Tight taken to the St. Joseph's hospital here the wounds were
more fully treated. The medical examination there disclosed the fact that
while there were several scalp wounds
there was no fracture of the skull. The
largtst wound, Chat in the right side
of the head, near the ear, was not as
serious as was at first feared, and tills
afternoon Prof. Tight was reported
out of all danger as far as death from
the wounds was concerned.
When Prof. Hodgln reached tie unfortunate" president of the university
he was larely conscious. As Prof.
Hodgln approached him he whispered
the one word "gasoline" after which
he lost consciousness. From this it
is Inferred that a gasoline explosion
" was
the cause of the accident. Ofner
proofs were sufficiently plain in the
labratory r show that there had been
t terrific explosion, presumably from
gasoline.
The entire covering on the right
side of the scalp was torn away by the
force of the explosion, the skin being
laid lack on the head and the .nerves
and cartilages surrounding the ear being severed. It Is feared that the doctor will lose the use ofhts right ear as
result of the accident. The doctor
on the case states that there was no
fracture of the skull and that it will
be only a matter of time until Dr.
Tight recovers. The doctor was unconscious almost the entire night but
toward morning rallied sufficiently to
recognize those alout him,, again refrom
lapsing lito unconsclr-usnoswhich he has recovered from time to
time during the. day, only to have
othe nnconsciotia spells He has not
yet recovered sufficiently to ..be- able
to receive visitors, and although perfectly iational this afternoon has not
jfcs yet made any statement c. wernine
the exact manner in which the explosion occttned.- this afternoon after Dr. Wroth
had completed another examination
of Prof. Tight's injuries, he stated
that, the professor was doing splendidly, and that if be holds his own
for the next two or three days he
would be all right.
"The pToft&.sor was nipkiun oxygen," said Dr. Wroth, "when the gas
olene exploded. He did not state tae.
particulars as to why the gasoline exploded, other than that It was spontaneous."
s,

-

MOftTlUkY.
Walter Landeper.
Waller Iandeper, a iiealtiiseekcr,
who had been living in Albuquerque
for several months past, died Saturday morning at 4 o'clock In his apartments In the Highlands from tuberculosis. The funeral services were held
yesterday afternoon, Rev. Kelley, of
the Baptist church, officiating.
Mrs. Mary E. Pollard.

The funeral ceremonies of Mary E.
Pollard, who died at her residence on
the Highlands this morning from inflammation of the luugs, will take
place tomorrow afternoon ut i o'clock,
from the Borders chapel and at 2:3ti
from the A. M. 13. church. Deceased
leaves four children to mourn her loss
A. G. Coodloe.
A. tS. Good lot?, aged 4u,

erecting $70,000 worth of new be complote throughout, Th .cass
iKiildings to be used by the Indiana and all the furniture
new,
for a school, and which he turned and the stock carried willwillbe be
as com-- p
over to the government's agents Febete as any m the city. On the
ruary 1. In a completed condition.
of the new building to be
The buildings comprise a dormitory,
JeneTa"n IUynoids on the
,;.auV
living quarters for tho agents, teach- old Highland hotel site, the Highland
ers and olher employes, laundry, Pharmacy will occupy
the northwest
warehouse, gas plant and steam heat- corner room of the iOVVor fl(H,r
ing plant, and altogether Is as fine an
It Is understood that a grocery
Indian school as Is in the service.
store will occupy another room of
"The Zunls are well fixed ftp there," new Raynolrts building as soon asthe
It
said Contractor Hesselden, "and the i in completed.
government seems to be doing every- - I
thing they possibly can for this trlle. M3THER
OF LEE LUNA
The buildings are all modern, and as
coal mines exist near the reservation,
COMES TO RESCUE
there Is plenty of fuel at a comparatively small cost. A large sheep dipping plant has lteen Installed and in. SETTLES
WITH
LEROY
SENA,
THAT HER SON ESCAPE LEGAL
the future the Indians will have to
dip their sheep the same as Is done
PUNISHMENT.
A
elsewhere tiv nil hKn minora
big dam that will hold sufficient water , Ilatller than see her son. I.ee Luna,
to Irrigate all lnnds now under rulti- - ,"amoti away to Jail and punished for
vatlon Is standing still at present pent unevery, tiie boy's nmther came
"The. cold weather of Deremlier and to the rescue, effected a satisfactory
January mado It necessary to stop settlement with
Sena with the
this work for awhile. It Is almost, understanding that he would not appear
ngaint
I,ce.
completed, however,
The Sena boy acof It
having been completed before the cused young I.ntia of stealing parts of
his
bicycle,
particulars
severe weather started. It Is estiof which apmated that, the dam will be completed peared exclusively in these columns
Saturday.
Somo
of
hy the end of July, and in service for
the stolen property was found at Luna's home and
he spring of 1907."
his arrest followed. Judge Crawford
admonished the youth In police court
MRS. SHERWOOD RECtMD
before lotting him go. I.nna prom- MANY CALLS AT ALVARADO i"'-10 ao Dotter in the future.
month

two-thir-

Mrs.
of

John

II.

Sherwood, ehafrmnn SANTA

Federation of Women's Clubs, spoke
on Saturday evening to a large num-

ber of railroad people at the Santa
Fe reading rooms on the beauties Tt
the city of Paris. Among the most
Interesting things she said about the
French capital, was its cleanliness.
"The people of Paris take pride lu
keeping the streets clean. Within an
hour after a rain, the streets are
flushed, and within an hour one may
cross them anywhere without so much
as soiling your slippers," said Mrs.
Sherwood.
On Saturday afternoon
after her
lecture on the art of beautifying the
home, delivered at the reading rooms,
Mrs. Sherwood received many callers
at the Alvarado, Including a number
of members of the Albuquerque Woman's club.
Mrs. Sherwood left for the west last
night.

0R0 GRANDE CAMP
ON

A

HAVE

REHESSELDEN
CONTRACTOR
ROCK,
BLACK
TURNS FROM
WHERE HE COMPLETED $70,000
WORTH OF NEW BUILDINGS.

MORE SUITS AND OVERCOATS MUST BE
SOLD AND SOLD AT ONCE
Ftor Three Days we are going to make a
supreme effort to clear the stock

Monday, Tuesday and Wednesday Only

NICK-NAC-

Passengers on the trains that were
held up over Saturday night and part
of Sunday at Klondyke. Cal., by the
wrecK oi tram .no. t and the Ray- special, tell the sor
rowful tale of the choice of going nun
gry or taking pot luck at & work
gang chuck car (poor things).
The
first train took supper with the sec
tion, and was then backed to San Her
nardino, for breakfast. Saturday morn
mg. After the No. 7 wreck had been
cleared, trains had been started mov
ing and had just about reached the
scene of the" first wreck, when the
special took to the ditch. The clear
ing of the special wreck necessitated
another long wait and more section
gang bill of fare.

FEBRUARY

5th. 6th and 7th

mond-WhJtco-

ANY SUIT OR
OVERCOAT IN

Your free and unrestricted choice of 750 suits (except staple blacks), and
all of our best overcoats, not a one has been withdrawn. This includes all
of our best grades worth $ 5.00 to $22.50. You will never have such
chance again, so be on hand early to get first choice.

LIME IN PLASTERER'S
EYE PROVES SERIOUS

BIG BOOM

WALTER W. RALPH SUFFERS A
PAINFUL ACCIDENT SATURDAY
Frank J. Arkins, editor of tho Oro
LAST, WHILE AT WORK.
Grande Times, in Otero county, was a
visitor In this city for a few hours
waiter w. itaipn, a plasterer, re
last night en route home. Mr. Ar- siding
at 810 South Walter street
kins, during his stay 1n this city stated that the new mining camp at Oro suffered a painful accident Saturday
at. work. A quantity of lime
Grande was booming and that the wihile
face, some of
mine development was far ahead of flew into Mr. Ralph's
which entered tola eye. Suffering ter
n
the town development. A new
smelter is soon to be erected and ribly, he wtw removed to his home
a fine water works system is being in- and a physician called. Everything
the
stalled, the water to be piped from possible was done to eliminate
pain, but not until today has the nn
the Sacramento mountains twenty-fiv- e
miles away. Two pipe lines wiil.be fortunate man rested with anv kind
of comfort. Whether the sight in the
laid, one 12 and one 18 Inch main.
"The mines show big copper veins," eye will be destroyed is as yet prob
said Mr. Atkins, "much of which is lematical, but the family hopes for the
native copper. Big deposits of heavy lest. The many friends of Mr. Ralph
sulphides and Indigo copper are plen- with him a speedy return to work and
tiful and there is enough ore In sight health.
to keep the smelter busy for years.
KveryU)dy in the camp is working NFW STATE OFFICER FOR
and we do not tolerate loafers.
We ,
FRATERNAL BROTHERHOOD
nave some or the best mining men In
the country there and the camp is
lound to develop Into one of the rich'Dr. I. McLaughlin and family arest in New Mexico."
rived from Los Angeles this morn
ing and will make Albuquerque their
MRS. JOHN S. PHILLIPS
nome.
.
Dr. McLaughlin is from the headSUFFERS FROM COLD quarters olttee of the Fraternal Bro
therhood and comes to New Mexico
ILLNESS DELAYS DEPARTURE OF as state deputy supreme president of
WRITERS FROM ALBUQUERQUE tnat lodge.
'I am here for the purpose of
MISS TARBELL SUBMITS TO
building up tho lodges of the state
INTERVIEW.
and I expect to bring the membership
The party of distinguished writers, of the local lodge up to 400 within a
months," suld Dr. McLaughlin.
comioted of Miss Ida M. Tarbell, Wil- few
I shall devote my entire time to the
liam Allen White and John S. Phil- upbuilding
of our lodge in the terri
lies, who have been in the city since tory
and I expect to make Albuntier
last Friday night, may not leave for que my
headquarters liecause I believe
the we?t tonight as had been planit Is a good healthy city."
ned, owing to the illness of Mrs. that
Phillips, who is suffering from a severe cold. The visit to the quaint In HAD A FRACTURE
dian village of Acoma has also been
OF THE JAW
attandoned.
On Saturday afternoon Mr. Phillips and Miss Tarbell wore the guests
This afternoon Joe Axtell, an em
of Ira D. Cassldy, the artist, in a drive ploye on the Helen cut-ofwas brought
about the city. Mr. White has met a to St. Joseph's hospital In this city
large number of Kansas friends In Al- suffering with a fracture of the Jaw
buquerque, among them Superintend as tno result of being struck by a
ent A. H. Stronp, of the Albuquerque falling lirldge timlier. Dr. Wroth was
public schools.
summoned and performed an operation
Through the kindness of Miss Tar-lell- , upon the injured man .and reported
who recently came into much that he was resting easy as a result
prominence by exploiting the Stand- of the operation.
ard Oil and giving a life's history of
Abraham Lincoln, The Evening Citizen will tomorrow give an outline of JUSTICE CHAVLS DISMISSES
the methods she used In securing her
ACTION AGUNST HOUSTON
information f.r both of theso stories.
I Editor's
Note This is the only
Justice of the reace Chaves has for
Miss Tarbell has submitted to
second time dismissed the action
since her departure from the east, and the
brought by
Gallegos against F.
she imiaria much information which J. Houston, Dan
who sued to collect $fi()
our readers will find interesting.
salary alleged to be due him. Justice
Chaves held that there was insuffi
cient evidence introduced to substanRESIGNS SUPERINTENDCY
tiate tho action and hence threw It
OF T.IE WOOLEN MILLS out of court.

1

Don't forget that this sale

George W. Shook, who has bad a
cab stand for W. L. Trimble & Co..
near the corner of Second street and
Railroad avenue, has Buccepded F. H.
Mitchell as manager at Trimble's Red
barn, the Copper avenue boarding
stable.
Chicago Live Stock.
Chicago. Feb. 5 Cattle Receipts,
10c
31,000; market
lower; beeves,
$3 f.56.25; cows and heifers, $1.40
4.73; Blockers and feeders, $2.6004.50'
Texans, $.1.t;0ffi 4.4".
37,000;
Sheep Receipts,
market
sheep, $5.354f5.60;
10 to 15c lower;
Iambs, $5.400 7.40.
There will I.e a "coffee guess" at
the residence of Mrs. W. P. Chllders
y
for the benefit of the Guild on
afternoon. Tile regul.tr monthly business meeting will be held at
2:30 p. in., after which refreshments
will be served. All members of the
Guild are urged to be present and the
public generally are cordially invited.
WE ARE HEADQUARTERS
For Wood of all kinds. Phone your
orders or call at 602 South First
JOHN S. REAVICN.
street.
Wed-nesda-

is for

three days only and will
positively close on Wednesday night at 6 p. m.

400-to-

f,

75

AT

THE STORE

CTIXTNT

The Railroad Ave.

OllVJLWIN

Clothier

Elks' Theatre

Monday, Feb. 5th

CARPET

JEMEZ HOT

Carries

Ethel

vaudeville

te

fea- -

States

mall;

308- -3

JO

Novelty

RAILROAD

II

AVENUE

Mlbert Faber
Carpets and Draperies

Works

F. 8. HOPPING, Proprietor
321 South Second Street
Just received, large shipment

of
Cleveland, Rambler, Columbia, and
Tribune Bicycles.
Repairing of all
kinds. Before buying give us a call.

Mat- -

ELKS' THEATRE

We carry a complete stock of
motors for alternating and direct
currents.
HOUSE WIRING

THE CELEBRATED

One Night Only

j

10.

.

United

Albuquerque

Ladies Free Monday Night

Saturday-Jen-

the

STAGE LINE

Furniture,

lures between everv art.

Providing seats are secured at
son's. Prices, 15c, 25c, 35c.

SPRINGS

Have Removed to the New
Staab Building

OVER POST HARDWARE CO.
213 Vi West Railroad Ave.
Auto Phone, 320.

-

and

pack- -

Crown Studio

- "Dora Thorns"
- "Tompkins' Hot Finish"

-

"Or. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde"
Thursday "Are You an Odd Fellow?"
Friday - - - "Oeadwood Dick"
New

Cffr.the'

Moving,

Man.

rig leaves Albuquerque every Monday
Wednesday and Friday at 5 a. m. For
particulars, address W. L. Trimble a
Co.. agents, Albuquerque, N. M., or J.
B. BLOCK, Proprietor, Perea. N. M

Tucker
Stock Co.

Wed'da

CLEANING

only line with a change of stock en
route; good rigs, horses and drivers;

The Popular

Monday

ve.

Qothier

mg and snipping, unpacking and
setting 'up, and Is no upstart at
me business. There Is no other JtiHt Thornton. Both 'phones.
737 South Walter Street.

COMMENCING

Tuesday

A

T

THORNTON TIO
Cleans everything.
He Is

NIGHTS

5

TLRa;LJ
CTPHX
1
O JLTSIN

VV.V

STEAM

Furniture

O. F. O.
WHISKEY

JOHN CORT

Bottled

Announces

Florence Roberts

I
H.--

2
6.

TheGeo.T.StaggCo.

MAX FIGMAN

SPECIALTY.

Fixtures

.

In Bond.

Distillers,
FRANKFORT. KT

A

Electric, Gas & Combination

10

WITH

t.

Southwestern

'

Electric &

Construction

Induction Motor

Co,

216 South Second Street.
Agent

Oetieral Electric Co., Crocker, WTieeler Co.

IN

E

Strength of
the Weak,..;

A New Modern

Play by

MELINI & EAKIN
Sole Agents.

Albuquerque, N. M.
Automatic Phone,

4

THE PLAYERS:
James E. Wilson Florence Robinson
Eugene Ormonde Adelaide Manola
Robert McWade
Ruth Allen
Lucius Henderson Lucile Yorke
Joseph Hazieton
Mary Bertrand
Gregory Rodgera Li' 'an Armsby

199.

j

Alice M. hmtth

.

B. F.
Kom

17.

COPP, D. D. S.
N.

T. Armijo Bulldlna

The Ladies of the Degree of Honor
CLARKVILLE PRODUCE CO
Swats on sale at Mason's, Thursday,
11 AY, GRAIN AND FiffclD
will give a Valentine card party, Wedt eh. sth. at 9 o'cIk
nesday evening, Feb. 7. at I. O. O. F.
Wholesale and Retail
I
TO OPEN MARCH
PRICES, 75c. $ 00, $1.50.
hall. The doors will be open at 8
HI I KS. PELT 3 AND WOOL
o'clock, refreshments will be served
J. B MacMANUS, Mgr.
Everybody inOn March 1, the company owning during the evening.
IF YOU WISH T
EAT a good 60: South First Street Both Phone
and conducting the Alvarado Phar vited to attend.
lunch aud enchilada- - nn the Mexican
.
macy will establish in the building
o
yle, go to South T! :il street, corner
&.
FIRST-CLASowned by Dr. W. G. Hope, on West
OPENING FOR A of Silver avennp v 215. Will be
REAL
!?l'K.NCE,
ESTATE
Railroad avenue, what will be known PHYSICIAN
AT erved promptly
AND DRUGGIST
ny hour of the FIRE
LOANS
aa the Highland Pharmacy.
N. M.
APPLY AT nlgbt. prices will at). from 25c to 30c.
FARMINGTON,
According to L. H. Crawford, who wi.l be ONCE TO H. R. BOWYING,
A'T
M.
placed in charge, the new store will
At
I
V
R
Ann Jo Building

RANKIN

GRENAniMO

rn.

"erq ye Foundry and Machine Works
R. R. HALL, Rroprtmtor
Iron and Brass Castings; Ore, Coal and Lumber Cars; Ihaftlin.
Pulleys, Grade Bars. Babbit Metal; Columns and Iron Front for
Buildings.
A)
Repair on Mining and Mill Mmehlnmry m tpiclalty
Foundry east ulde of railroad track.
AlbBqaero.se, M. at.

ooooooooooooo
ooooooot
The St, Elmo
Finest

HIGHLAND PHARMACY

S

Contractor Wallace Hesseldeu has
returned from Black Rock, on the Zunl
Indian rrrcrviVon. where he lias had
a force of men at work the past three

SMSlSiMSBBaBMSSMSMSSSBWBBSSBSSBSaSSBlMStSB

It takes nerve to make it, but we never shrink from
a thing no matter
how unpleasant, if deemed necessary. We have just finished
inventory and have decided that

PASSENCEKS PARTIAL
TO HARVEY

IS

g.

NEW SCHOOL

Ft

j

Daring, Record Smashing Offer

ds

the Art Committee of the General

PAGE FIVE.

WMMIWeJMw

com-pletl-

died Saturday evening from tuberculosis. The
deceased had been a resident of Albuquerque for several mouths, coming
here from New York, where he was JOHN F. MAGUIRE DECLINES TO
LONGER SERVE AT HEAD OF
an operator for tho Postal Telegraph
FACTORY
HIS REASON.
company. The luneral services took
place this afternoon from the Strong
John F. Maguire has sent in his resundertaking parlors, the interment ignation
as superintendent of the Rio
being iu Fairview cemetery.
Grande Woolen Mill company of this
city and the same will take effect on
J. A. Greenleaf
The burial ceremonies over all that March 1. When asked for his reason
remained mortal of J. A. Greenleaf, for leaving the employ of the mill,
son of Mr. and Mrs. K. H. Greenleaf, Mr. Maguire would but say that he
of this city, who was run down by a was dissatisfied with existing conditaiu near Portland. Oregon, some days tions.
ago, and instantly killed, took place
"I will return east about February 1
yesterday afternoon from the Holders If I can settle up my business affairs
chapel, Itev. Thomas liarwood
by then," said Mr. Maguire. "I have
Deceased leaves a wife and two tempting offers there, both being
one son. the later being now enroute positions similar to the Jne I hold
to the Philippines.
here. That is all I have to say at
present."
A Card
Mr. Maguire Is known throughout
exundersigned,
wish
to
We. the
United States as a lifelong cotthe
who
and
assisted
press to all those
ton
woolen man, with a field of
and
trouhour
in
our
us
dark
of
comforted
experience
that makes his services at
many
thanks
the
for
ble, our heartfelt
all times most valuable to any textile
kindnesses and tokens of sympathy concern.
Before coming to Albuquerextended us, in connection with the que Mr. Maguire
was the superintenddeath of our son, J. A. Greenleaf, and ent of one
of the largest cotton and
especially to Mrs. Mills, who sang a woolen goods
factories In the east.
beautiful solo.
His departure from the Duke City
MR. & MRS. R. H. GREENLEAF.
will be regretted by his many friends.

ZUNI INDIANS WILL

EVENING CITIZEN

ii

'

CO.

JOSEPH

A

Iskies

Wines, Brandies. Etc.

BARNETT, Prop'r.

I 12 0 Wst Railroad

Wli

""""
B

At MMrnT

AND 0

o o o
SMOKE

La

O

CisnitliBo

HAVANA CIGARS

Blchand Frtgrtnt

0

m0ld by all Dealer

ttvr.MINO C1T1J1N.
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more offices, nnd to keep the books of1
the corporation within or. except s
ol hern Ise provided
hv statute, without
the territory or New Mexico, at such
places as limy, from time to time, be
TE Rill TOIl Y OF KK' M KNP'O.
designated by them.
Otlll'i' of O'P Peer tin y.
To determine,
from time to lime,
whether, and. If allowed, under what
s
AH
and
ions
regulations
condli
I'KltTI Kl 'AT!" K "M I't.n
the accounts
u
s.n'1
V. Ui.wi.il.l.
I. J.
and hooks or the corporation shall !
GERMAN CAPITAL POURED INTO
territory of N. w .M.xl'". l" H"' pi1 in open to the Insi Hon of the stockhold- lil'v that ihrrf wis t'1"1 "
eis. and the stockholders' rights In this
I
BRAZIL
WITH THAT UNDERp
tblH
(Basse? ay Gckvavj)
ini I'i'kA p.I' in mi til respect are nnd shaM lie restricted or
.... .inllii rlit
TRADE AND ALL
nceorilltigty, and no stockholder
STANDING
.N
Between the Great Southwest and Kansas City, St. Louie, Chicago,
III' limited
"a
..i.' vi ( ilil'i illATI'
liTi.'i
shall have any righl to Inspect any
SOUTH
THE
OF
FINANCES
I'AKK
HAl
and all pointa North and Eaet by th
account or book or document of the
AIK8A Alillirri.'l
(N. IlllVt'
except as conferred
by
HiiriATIO.N.
AMERICAN
REPUBLIC ALL MAnmpari'il the corporation.
.!...(
...1 ..1..
or
statute
by
of
authorized
bosril
'
'.
wl'li the directors or by a resolution the
i.r the
NIPULATED WITH THE OBJECT
...ii
i...
of the stock...I..I...., .l...r... IKIW (111 IHl'. Ul'l ilerli.re holders.
OF MAKING BRAZIL A GERMAN
llierefrinn
It l.i In m ("iiiit tranwrii't
make,
niter,
To
amend
and
rescind the
'
li"le thiri'iir.
of
COLONY.
mid of the
corporation, to tlx. deter..ml t hi- K - t mine, from the
Shortest, quickest, therefore, the best. The only way with two through
vary the
Ulvcn under my hand
to
time
time,
and
'
HI..I of the territory of New
as working
on this amount to be reserved
trains daily, carrying standard and tourist sleepers, observation din
th- - e.ty ..f Santa Ke. the eiipiliil.
to
capital,
determine
the
the times for
Kii le .laiiclro. Feb. 5. Tit Gerth day of Jan.mryA.
deel iratloti and payment slid the amount
Ing cars, chair cars and coaches. For ar.y trip, anywhere, any time
of
of each dividend on the stock, to determany. Ura.U owes ab nt
Mexi
S.iretary of
TAKE THE SOUTHWESTERN.
mine and direct the use nnd disposition
'eternal i,.il'.onal d. lt of $ 2
Hv V. T. WIIITK
of any surplus or net profit. Hnd to
Kto- Germany has three steamsnip
AnHlsti.nl Heerelary.
and cause to be executed mortauthorize
orts, placlim
gages and liens upon the real Had perllnrs plying In
M :sa
AtiltlCl I.TI IiAI. 'AUK ASSOsonal property of the corporation, proFor full particulars see any agent, or address
i he predominance of the
OATIO.V
vided always that n majority of the
Trade In German hand.
board
concur
therein
(K INCORPORATION'. whole
V.
tr'llTlFMWTK .signed.
Germany la negotiating for the conPursuant to the affirmative Vote of the
In .uder tn fnrm holder
'e,
the ur
maturity
pf the stock Issued
a
of
trol of the Aniaf.on river commerce,
her.
..ises
.
.ui
the
e
i.rpiiriitlnii
f"r
outstanding,
a
meet
and
Oen. Pass. Agent.
nt
stockholders'
Ocneral Agent.
which will Indue the command of in
muled, miller and purHUHiit to the ing duly convened, to sell, nssign, trans
iirnvlsions of mi net of heNewlenlslntlvo
ternal tiade in li.r hands. Germany
property
or
dispose
otherwise
of
TEXAS.
the
EL PASO,
.Mexico, fer
......mint- ,,f ihe territory of
Including the franchises of the corpon
ontrols commercial li uses, factories,
put II led: "An net to regulate the Inrma-tm.- i
on as un entirety, provided alwa
plantiiiions and Industrial works goncorporations
f"f
ol
guv.
rniiient
and
a majority of the whole board con
ini.iiHir.ni i.nu that
mining, niiiniifaetiiriug.
ers lly. in innumerable parts of the
cur therein.
ItiTTT
i.llier pnrKiilts. improved ftinrni .o,
appoint additional officers of the
ronrtrv.
To
d'i hereby certify n follows:
corporal Ion, Including one or more vice
Gorman canital in excess of J100,XAJ1K.
one
trens
more
or
assistant
tilMWMMt
is invefted in various Bra7.il
I. The corporate
iiami' Is Mesa Agri presidents,
urers. and one or more assistant secre
cultural Park iiHsiiclHllon. ll- provided In the
Ian banklnK enterprises, from hanking
and,
to
extent
the
taries:
WIT
RKlll STKKfc.1
the persons so unpointed shall
and railways to apri ulture
thw corpora
registered
of
oftlce
II.
The
and may exercise all the power of
Th-ciinrntcr.4 for the fairly of
tion Ik No. 117 West Winn avenue, Aiim- - have president,
the treasurer and or
iiii'riUP, .New Mexico, ana inn curpnm- -- the secretary ofrespectively.
this money are thV war fhips of
provineo
tion, orgnnliiitlyn ami management cinn- however, that all vice presidents shall be
H"
me mi.ii.ini) hosen from the directors.
pnliy IS UeslKllllteo
I.e
will
not
they
that
German know
i.gent therein. In charge thereof, and
itv a reso lotion passed by a majority
upon whom process against the corporadeserted liy tile kiiser if trouble over
ote of the whole hoard, under siinaoie
may
served.
be
no
tion
re
l
have
Uiey
theref
to designate
provision of the
onies. h n
PRINC'IPAl. OPJKCTS.
wo or mor? ot tneir numocr 10
liisilntioin in niacins their gold in the
III. The objects fnr which the corporawmcn com
committee,
executive
an
tute
republic and leaving It there
tion Is - cstHlillHhed urn primarily: To mlttee shall, for the time being, as pro
establish, maintain and use pnrks nnd
or
l
In tne o
resolution,
d
sa
In
lo wc.rl; for tlu'tn.
pliice
of resort for plensure: to estab- laws, have und exercise any or nil hip
Rivalry amotu the hip Germ-.- n com
nnd powers
hotels
and
oneiHte
lish,
maintain
which
directors,
hoard
of
I
of
the
d in
HAiiiesv isiti
ir.il:aa ven
construct buildings for rental purposes; ,,.v be lawfully deleitated. In the man
also to establish nnd maintain nice agement of the business and affair of
ture.-- docs ni'i exist. They ii'.'t en
tracks and narks where horses may be the corporation, and kiii.ii nave power n
jurauid
the far fflna t.Ui ioal
raced, and fettling stables where burses
- '.r,i
m
,i
vu
mi mi t ki
t ip seal ot the corporation
.ih
im ,v
i r
snides of Lrrii.i to divide Hie country
mav be kept and taken care of; and to oihoriaie
to all papeis whe n may re- into Villi oil, spheres of influence, and
nialntnln and to become members ot any inirealtixed
Shortest and quickest Una frsm
It.
In the
racing ciicuit or association
I
there is in consequence rn abs. nee of
hoard ot oireciors ano no- eA.-- i u- Santa F to Denver, Pueblo and Colot'niled Slates or elsewhere and to sub tlvehecommittee
except as otherwise
shall,
the
!
Gcinans
niiictitioii
amons!
mit Itself tn the ri.liH and regulations
rado Springs, and all Colorado point.
rovided by law. have power to act ...
ihein-clviTht v reserve all t.ieil
of hiicIi raring circuits or associations the
following manner, viz: a resolution
and enforce the rul.s of the same; anil in writing, signed as ailirmaiiveiy apenergies
Connection at Denver and Pueblo with
tiHl inn the otiiir for
to establish and nr.ininlc fall's for the
Jenci'- - in l'razil
by nil the momtwrs of the board
uid when itss-arall lines east and west. Tlma as quick
exhibition of livi stuck of all kinds, and proved
n.
f directors or nv an .tie n.cuioei
ihev wcrk toucthtr for the Kxd of
products
fruits,
the
ami
of
minerals
and rates as low as by other Unas.
or other committee, and therell discounts bills or Brazilian
romi- niercial capacity stands ;nt
Oerii'.an in'etes-lscountry; ami to the end and for the executive
with original or with duplicated
ef German goods, permitting Ger purpose of promoting, breeding hik! rear- after
Kji- ii,stsi:ce,
min
the three Flipping nently alongside th? slot h.f illness of
recorded
In
the
inserted
PULLMAN
SLEEPERS,
DINING
and nciiuiring of horses and other signatures
Brazilians, an indication man dealers to send iniiorls int'j ing
on-.l
and proiieriv oaten, snail oe umn
ai.'.es Cat ply In;: wi e: Brazilian the native
livestock, in the territory of New Mexico utes
of such com
board
by
such
- not
,
be
Ions
Br.:
the
prices
to
lower
oil
at.
than
atlon
CARS, TOURIST CARS, CHAIR
print.-'BrazilN
sending
:irh
to
Geriva-.Is
Herman
Germany
the
that
smd
and elsewhere, i.ml to the development mittee, as the case may i.e. to inn exieoi
the of the agricultural and mineral resources
'.can a.id the the refuse of her population, but men credit Invariably demanded by
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hours late and the latter five hours
im e.
Hoth wrecks occurred

CLEAN SWEEP

SALE
.
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REMNANTS

CARPETS,
SAMPLES

lengths. .90c
Brussels,
lenghts. .$1.25
Wilton Velvet,
$1.35
lengths
Moquette, 'a-y$1.50
lengths
Axminister, '2-yMU'S-SKI
REMNANTS. LARflK KNOtOU FOR SMALL ROOMS. IN
a. VKI.VKT. MOylTKTTH AM) IXORAIN, SO CHEAP IT WII.I.
MAKK YOl'R POCKETJJOOK
I.AL'fJH.
SEE OUR WINDOW DISBody
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THIRD STREET

Meat Market

Klomlvke
a small station west of Bagdad. Cal.
.xo.
j.
irain
which
through
imssed
this city Friday ntht n.npn,i i (ho
first wreck. g inn Into the ditch witn- oui a taiaiity s the result of a derail
mint, in: wreck had Just been
cleared away, when the Raymond
Whitconib excursion
train, which
passed through Albuquerque Saturday nfterno n loaded wlih Host on peo
ple, came along and took to the ditch
on me site of the No. 7 wreck. This
wreck was fullv no furti,
n
ho
oi lier, no person being reiwrted
in- jureu.
t

rvT

fit

GROSS, KELLY & CO., INC.

All Kinds of Frseh

iV. ti"--i

Steam

Rheumatism

Masonic

and 8alt Metis.
Sausage Factory.

EMIS KLEINWORT,

Wholesale Grocers

Building, North Third Street.

xxxnxxxxTxxxxtrxxxxixixix

Lumbago. Sciatica
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Corner Second

Wool, Hide and Pelt Dealers
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GROSS, KELLY & CO., INC.

THE DITCH

Ft

IV?stonMass.UlA,Vyi;

OTHERS-J-CHICAG-

FAVORITISM IN RAILROAD RATES
i

IN.

AN, KILLING TWO AND
INJURING SEVERAL
O
aBaHBaamSBBaaOTaiaWSlfer&
COMMERCIAL
ASSOCIATION ON BOARD
OXF. OF THE FINEST

Corner Coal Avenue and Second St.

.
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Proo,"
C. GRANNIS,
Auto Phone, 311. Colo., 300 Red. m
Day and Night Hack.
H aTvjtwvrTsMrsjrsgv,prsjrvBrv
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Albuauprnne
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Fifteen persvns were Injured, two
IN THE TERRITORIES
rafilly. in the wreck of the Chicax )
Rock Island
Pacific east bound tr:in IS THE FURNITURE AND CARPET
near Duran, N. M., Saturday.
SIUKE OF ALBERT FABER.
Fatally Hurt l.onls Cohen, of El
Probably OUp tit f ha ninaf im
Paso, and Mrs. F. I.. Mnmln nf An- ,ln.
furniture, carpet and household goods
chor, N. M.
store In the territories of New Mex
The Injured C.uy West ley, of
ico ami Arizona is that of Albert
Wis.: Mrs r.nv Wn.il
3MS
ta. Wis.; C. II. Jones, Falls' Mill, W.
and 310 West Railroad aveva.; j. m. ihiinis, of Oregon, and Mrs. nue, ,n the new $25.t0d Staab buildMargaret Dennis, wife of J. H. Den ing. Twi large display windows,
. .
.1
Wit.
nis.
lunrrs ann tieam Cc'.il""" ...11..!...
Two Pullmans, containing the mem-- ' 'Iur- done In natural colors, and with
hers of ihe Chicago Commercial asso--' a m,"r space of 10 feet 6 Inches by
elation, who spent two days in Altai- - 22 fet 6 inches each, lighted with
querttue cn route west, did not leave electric lights, and beautifully dec
n display rurtiiture,
ine tracK, tne occupan's escaping with
are
j
"e first things that attract one's atsevere shapingsup.
,en,,,n
In
thdg
passing
The wrecked train was running
store. A
when suddenly the tender of "tailed entrance, with tile floor and
"Klited
ly
a regulation hall lamp,
the engine left the track, seven cars
following it into the ditch and roll- - which kces out the cold and dust.
Is
Ing down an embankment.
also
an innovation for Albuquer-secureAid was
tores. Inside the building one is
from Torrance, and the niom-J1U- e
bers of the Chicago Commercial
" very side with a bewildering
oclation assisted the train crew in array of He fitrwiture, household
carpets, rugs, etc. The first
looking after the dead and injured,
Kls, 50x120
. floor,
feet, is devoted on the
6,1(16
! east
a display of bedding.
Itching Piles.
If you are acquainted with anyone hlankets, rugs and carpets, and ontue
who Is troubled with this distressing west side to draperies, upholstered
ailment, you can do him no grea4er Roods of all kinds, household linens,
favor than to tell him to try Cham-- ! Portieres and lace curtains.
Along
herlaln's Salve. It gives Instant relief, "'h' cewter of the first floor extends
This salve also cures sore nipples "helves laden with a choice asort- - I
,
...
..
r, m
.1
f ft t a ,
nn I
tntta
ant cctii.
a.lt iiicuiii.
,t-w.u
.vvwi uiiu
aim
ceuis. . Oil" goods.
...t7
For sale by all druggists.rule
art
Settees are also arranged
In the center of the r;:om.
A broad staircase leads to the secNOTICE OF SAie.
ond floor, where are displayed
all
irivpn Hint
Notic is hereiiv
..... v the kinds of up to date household furnl- r.....
a,1
vl'MI
ca11 t..
unnerstirn
,
..... rff frt ,,1.,
111! lire.
nw.tr n.,,m Dti.
Chafing
null infliy
at public auction to tho highest and cabinets, curio
and medicine cabinets
anw llllt- - dlirif.
".., ....
in
Ton Mild lirSSS
of February, loot!, nt the hour of 10 bedsteads and office furniture is also
v..v,vn in liic wicuuuu, iy uie iruni uii display
i no mini llotir Is devoted
. ..
.. ,
t . .1,.. ...o-- ..
door of the nnstnfllno In Iho nit,,
Alouaueraue. New Mexico, the follow. furnltn.. m i. ru..irn.i
!.,.
ing described property,
Fifty sent up here on the elevator thus
thousand shares of stock of the OJo keeping the lewer floors fiee' from
de Espiritu Santo company, the par dust. The entire floor space amounts
value of which is one dollar per share.1 to lS.otio square feet,
Said stock to le sold for the purpose
Klectrie and gas lights make the
of satisfying iudement recovered hv IniiMI
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See the dirt? See the heer?
are going via Denver.
One starts from New York. It isermany. The rate is C8 cents, which
cents.
Th? beer starts from Hamburg, G.nany. The rate is 68 cents, which
Includes both ship and railway transposition.
It musit please the Denver brewer to seo beer come to town from
across the Atlantic cheaper than dirt from New York.
Just to show how glad he Is, he files a schedule of assets and liabilities
and throws himself on the mercy of he insolvency cuirt.
By the way. how do you get to the nearest Rathskeller?
.
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SIMON

BALLINO. Proprietor
(Successor to Balling Pros)
WE DDI NO CAKES A SPECIALTY
We desire patronage acd we guarantee first class baking.
207 S. First Street.
Albuquerque.

Established

r. C.

FOUND AT LAST
i,h0't shrinking.

!t'Ba ,',',""ll''rr'1

We have addfd to our a),
lanndery a machine with which we can handle
shrinking.
th0t
When we are through with them they
are Just like new. If other laundries shrink
them, bring them to us
rfitd
e will straighten them out for you.
. , r-- . .
t
"T
ready

n,ur,

equipped

ttt.

liinrnm

In 1882

PRATT &rco.

Sole agents for Casino Canned Goods
Jas.
& Co.'s
Coffees. Im
boden's Granite Flour.

OOCOX)COOOCOOOOOCXXO(XX)0
"GOOD HORSES!"
WHY
NOT GOOD HARNESS?
Make matters match. If you're the
proud possessor of a fine horse or
team see to it that their equipment i

.Staple and Fancy
QrocerievS

HilHboro creamery Dutter Best on
Earth.
Solicited!
Orders
Free Delivery.
214 South Secoiirt Street.

A. E. WALKER,
riRE

In keeping with their worth. We have
a reputation for turning out harness
which bears critical Inspection from
any viewpoint strength, style, durability, price moderation.
As to the
latter, we will be glad to quote you
cost any time you ask it. Please ask.

.

INSURANCE.

Secretary Mutual Building Assoela
tlon. Office at .1. c Raldrldge's Lumber yard.

ALBUQUERQUE CARRIAGE CO.
KXXXXXXxXXX)OCgXXXXXXXXX3

TOrt A GRAOt
Dealers in Groceries, Provisions. Hay,
Grain and Fuel.
Flue line or Imported Wines, Liquors
and Cigars. Place your orders for
this line with us.
NORTH THIRD STREET.
M.

RIO GRANDE LUMBER CO.
G?nral Batlding Supplies
Both Phones

Dealers In
GENERAL MERCHANDISE,
Groceries, Cigars and Tobacco, and
all klnrla nf rmh M
800 North Broadway, Corner of Wash-

inmn

Avenue.

Third and Marquette

BAIN

M

and

IRON FENCE CHEAPER THAN WOOD
OLD

"ft

is'

T
TX

nliiiM
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We Sell Iron Fence

'""n

nL

UfLn,2

-'

jJ.Kurber&Co.
WHOLWSALE

and RETAIL

Albuquerque. N.

i

HAND IN HAND

plumbing and good health.
We attend to sanitary plumbing and
yours will be (he good health. Nor
to we charge much more than you'd
have to pay fur
work.
Your interests as
well as ours conserved by seeing us.

.
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Located on the Been

Auto phone, 671.

I

...OUR...

Tolii, Tar and Wild Cherry
Is not as good as a prescription from your doctor, but It Is prepared
with as much care, and is the best all 'round "hit or miss" Cough
Syrup we know of.

The Williams Drug Co.
117
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AVENUE.

Both 'Phones.

Subscribe for the Citizen and Get the News

"bssw

ot The Atchison. Topeka

Cut-o- ff
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Santa Fe Railway

Belen is 31 miles south of Albuquerque, N M., at the junction of the Main Line of the Santa Fe system-lead- ing
east and west from Chicago,
Kansas City, Galveston and points eaet to San Francisco, Los Angeles, El Paso and Old Mexico

Ii. W. Robbins. freignt agent of the
Denver & Rio Grande railroad, with
heailquani i s in D liver, spent Saturday in Santa. Fe on railroad business.
Mr. It blilns was stationed at the capital city for over a year as general
agent of bis nia.I. and he and his wife
are very ple.san!ly reinemU'red. He
has r turned to Denver.

The Belen Town and Improvement Company Own the Belen Townsite

North-

ZT

Ing

eastern and El I'hso & Southwestern
railroad companies was braugTnt In the
district conn at El Paso last Saturday
by attorneys for L. E. Lumbley. who
asks $'.11.7.15 for damages which he
were suffered on a car load ship,
horsts from Tula-ronment of tliirty-thieN. M.. to Vlckslung, Miss.
J. P. Maher. wh has been in the
employ of ihe Santa Fe as a machinist for the past two years, wag discharged from ihe local hospital Sunday, ufter lieing a patient there for six
blood poison.
weeks buffering f'''
Some lime ago .Maher stuck a nil in
ihe lower pail of his right leg. fivni
He will
w hich bl od poison resulted.
able to regime his duties in a few

Ton

&

Colorado phone 284.

The Future Railroad Metropolis
of New Mexico
-

river-Chicag-

&

scsa

Jlaa.

pfeT

restaurant.,,

resldeuce lot. size 25x142 feet, laid out with broad 80 and
streets, with alley, 20 feet wide, with beautiful lake and public par. and grand old .hade tree.; publl. school bou.., cost- a population of 1,500 Inhabitant.; largeBt
mercantile establishments in New Mexico; the Belen Patent Roller mill, capacity. 150 barrel, dally; large winery: three hotel..
Belen is the largest .hipping point for wool, flour, wheat,
wine. bean, and hay Id Centra! New Mexico. Its importance a. a great commercial railroad city In the near future cannot be estimated
70-fo-

churche.. Commercial club;
etc.

FAST LIMITED EXPRESS, MAIL AND FREIGHT TRAINS OF THE SANTA FE ROUTE WILL GO OVER THE MAIN LINE THROUGH TO BELEN, EAST
AND WEST, NORTH AND SOUTH.
The lota offered are In the center of the city, well graded (many 0f them Improved by ciltlvatlon) : no
We need a flr.t-cubakery, tailor .nop. .hoe bou.e. Jeweler, plumbing shop, planing mill
sand or grmd
coal and wood yard, drug store, harness shop, etc, etc.
Alao a
modern hotel
ALL

s

...

(lays.

The Standard Heating
Plumbing Company

W.H.Hahn&Co

i

r?!

'

Western publishing companies have
reason for rejoicing. Th' Santa Fe
has voluntarily agreed to reduce ihe
fiieght rate on paper from Missouri
o
points ten cents a hundred pounds, (lie reduction to go into
effect on February 10. It means a
saving of $2'i.''.o on every car of news
print used.
. .

$6.00 Per

I

:
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H. Chamberlain, of Topeka. Kan..;
Paul Davenlck. a brakeman on the
Vil
"
exRc,lleR,
with the Santa Fe claim department, ccast line of the Santa Fe. who has
.v
was in the city over Sunday looking been confined to his room for several
Ihe Tlst day oftoTer
?.?Zk
"T"" 88 n,tleW"h,
ni
days with a threatened attack of ai- arter company business.
LiM
sum
3
J8S09
of
,ntere
s
Wtl
'
reputation mmtK
Tor
'pendlcitls fnim the effects .f which ,hL
.
The Stewart Ironworks Company
"l lh? 7" e. ?! te,n Pep cent
ur.eous treatment, it is a
'"
Oscar Anderson, a Wi.ermaker in i was e
"e
vinuinnAii, uniu
that
the
.lore
shops.
Uft.
last have to tindery an operation,
the local Santa. Fe
F"nc rrlYrd th llii7hft AwnM,
prosptr and continue to grow,
night for (laum, where he goes to do ngain able to bo on duty, the opera- '
Jold Mr da!." World's Kir,M. Louit, 1MH.
Attorneys for Custav
Tt
nioct
fucv jrou cn bny.
some repair work on the engines of tion having been postponed indeli-- '
n
imn !( ii h imuui tnuie w ism irncBi T UT
tvri'plar
'
y,ur nhl ouo now witfc neat, at
MtKCIlAflT TAILORING
Common Colds Are the Cause of Manv '
nt
fhe Zuni Mountain Lumber company, nitely.
VnUMH
tr.i.lU. TrXi
at- iuua uiseases.
W-E. J. Gibson, superintendent of this
a. H. Stiekney, president of the Chi- - Physiclans-w- ho
have gained a na- 2?
Iron t lowr Vm, MHIvcm,
I'inslow division or the Santa Fe, left cag.i & Great Western Railway Co., t'onal reputations as analysts of the
eNi,, Nbown lu our vilutfu-nuiinuc, V. BAM
BINI, PROPRIETOK.
last night for Los Angeles, where he wiLn hi8 wlfe an1 a liarly ot frieniis cause of various diseases, claim that
will
will assist with a. new time carl for arrived in Albuquerque last night on r ratching cold could be avoided a
rarprlM you
Ui
nVlalJf,Lln(g "0I)
the com lines. Mr. Gibson makes lKard his private car, No. 101, and will lonS list of dangerous ailments wouid g.;,ry.
OAT.li AND
uhh tin
weekly trips over Sunday to Albuquer-- j remain in the city till tonight, when "fver be heard of. Every one knows ""J
l a Iroad avc,I
er"t
"
consumption
and
"arty
Canyon
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D.
on,
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io.
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aim oiner caurrnia points, l ne party ""
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AGENT
J. E. Gatchell. residing at UitG Includes Mr n,i
n s,wMv tarrh. bronchitis, ami alt
i
I)erlencG n tne business. Suits made
'4,..
nkiijM' lung troubles am ncsrravafoH
South EdiiJi street, and ai machinist Mr r a gh,.i,q.,
N. PEACH & CO.
at the Santa Fe local shops, is in the! and Messrs. Farrar and Jack Sneve.
niore serious by each fresh at-- ! renmir5'
XII "n, and
nnt
. . .
ompany hospital here suffering from
T;K-."n.nt Tisk yl!r lif
t,k.r,nllre
the
doth.
REAL
Ladies' garments
ESTATE DEALERS
you nave a CU.II
m ni jhusu, aeuiiK su iiTimeiitieiii unim-wueu
a severe uuhi k 01 iiiieumouia, coin- also denned and walking skirts made Automatic 'phone, 6S&. Office, 208
plicated with malignant typhoid fever.1"!' the Harvey system in the nleence Chamberlain's
Cough
Kemedy
will
to
t
me
order
C've
west
,
uold Aventi"
,
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I,... ir, verv Of tne regular siiDerintenoenr wno ,a
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It is said that his lunuii
,o cure It
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has been in Albuquerque for the past pnitio or other harmful druS' and has
A Healing Gospel
WE GIVE
A. L. Morns, in charge of the news few days from his headquarters
in thirty years of reputa-ioback o' it,1 The Rev J c Warren pastor of
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If your food
The man's liml were swollen to the
falls to nourextent of being deformed. Tho knuckles of Wg hands were swollen and
ish you, the
were black and blue.
should
Bitters
O. H. Kortrns, of Joplm. Mo., was
he taken at
'eft toIn tho city over Kumlay
lonce. It tones
day for Golden. N. M.. where he goes
the stomach
A.
J.
son
of
Wood,
to visit with Mart
ard cures
the
of
president
manager
and
Wood,
DAY AND WEATHER.
Poop
company.
Mining
Gold Bulll n
Appetite .
newly
Mr. and Mth. Hoy Ball, the
Indigestion,
A Daring, Record-Breakin- g
Sale of
Rain or snow tonight, and probably wedded couple, returned from their
Dyspepsia,
CaliTuesday.
honeymoon enjoyed In southern
Flatulency,
fornia. Mr. Ball is the bookkeeper at
Colds,
The sun came up in the east, red the carriage repository of Jacob Kor-bGrippe,
& Co.
and round, this morning at 6:58, and
or Malaria.
will set this afternoon at 5:30, giving
James Scott Delamater, who was
a day of 10 hours and 32 minutes. The at Santa Fe on business with the ter- horse of the Cash Buyers' Union store
commissioner, passed and the latter horse got out of danmoon will set at 3:55 in the morning. ritorial land
On Friday of the present week the down the road Saturday night. Mr. ger by wheeling In the nick of time
moon will be full, the technical full I Mama or Is manager of the KloMim-bre- s and taking a spin himself, up north
THE
AND
taking place at 31 minutes after 2
Water company, with headquar- Second street.
o'clock In the morning. During this ters at Deniing.
Frank West, who has served in the
week the sun is what is called slow
of piano thumper at the
Maharam, of West Rail- capacity
E.
Mis.
Is, behind the clock time about road avenue, has gone to New
well that
Third street resort of lizzie McOralh,
ON THESE THREE DAYS ONLY 750 SUITS AND 100 OVERCOATS
14 minutes, so that to get its rising
where she will attend the wedding partook copiously of the "dope" SatCOMPRISING OUR fNTIRE STOCK, WITH THE EXCEPTION OF
or setting some 14 minutes must a of
an
night,
himself
into
worked
THE STAPLE BLACK 8UITS, WILL BE PLACED ON SALE AT
her brother and will visit with rela- urday
added to the time given in this de- tives
off
YOUR CHOICE FOR
for several weeks. On her re- ugly fram of mind and knocked
1788,
In
day,
on
this
partment.
was
It
enough
long
They fit smoothly, keep the heel from slipping, support the Instep
turn she will stop In Chicago for a presiding at the ivories
Massachusetts ratified the
that
Franklin,
to take a fall out of Lillian
short visit with friends.
and give comfort to the toes.
8. D., has re- an Inmate. He took several punches
Nelson,
Iiad,
of
Paul
good
workmanship
Is
In
used
their construction,
Solid leather and
at Lillian's "mug," opening a gash In
A young man named Harry O. Shrequo turned to Albuquerque and Intends
Mr. Nel- her forehead and another on the left
and therefore, wear well and hold their shape
Got caught In a big steamer wrequo, locating In tho southwest.
of the head. Then he flew to the
son has lonj? been engaged In the mill- side
But ad to relate,
A
r. ,1 J. lhaM
n.O1
At IaqoiI
$3.50 to $4.00
MEN'S PATENT COLT SHOES
ing and mining business and will in
escape,
couldn't
He
police
$2.50 to $4.00
find
him.
MEN'S VICI KID SHOES
can't
So he stuck to Hie steamer's sound all probability locate In some of New
NOT A GARMENT HAS BEEN RESERVED.
COME EARLY AND
United Slates Marshal C. M. Fora-ke- r
$2.00 to $3.50
MEN'S BOX CALF 8HOES
Mexico's promising camps.
deque.
AVOID THE RUSH.
Fe,
has returned from Santa
$3.50 to $4.00
WOMEN'S PATENT KID SHOES
The Topeka State Journal, in a card
spent a few days atitmdmg
Hon. Alexander Howie wns In the to The Citizen, states that the Sun- where he
$1.65 to $3.50
WOMEN'S VICI KID 8HOES
matters. In speaking oi
to
business
paper
Gallup.
day
of
been
edition
that
has
city over Sunday from
$1.00 to $2.50
SHOES FOR BOYS OR GIRL8
he said: "Bell
discontinued, they finding it, like the the Frank Bell matter,
Mrs. Olive Corcoran, of the Colum-l.The RAILROAD AYE.
Monday morning edition of certain i3 as 'buggy' as a March, hare, and thef
hotel. Is quite 111 with quinsy.
pa Iters In certain towns of certain pop- Investigation by Deputy Marshal
Saturleft
Everltt,
Jeweler,
-- c
showed that he was 200 miles
CLOTHIER
ulation, a losing proposition.
OsVWWwwwisVWWAnft dayA. nk'ht for the
a business trip to
away when the murder was committed1
J. A. Kennedy and wife of Burling- He was
employe ot
an
at
that
time
has returned ton, Kan., have arrived in the city for the Gray lime kiln at Grants. If he
Dr. O.' W. Harrison
short visit with Mrs. Mary C. Wil don't quit hla way the worst that
from I. as Vegas, where lie hns been aliams,
a teacher in the Albuquerque may happen to him will be incarceraon
business.
are being constantly received, which
Indian school, who Is an old friend of tion in
asylum for the Insane at
was
Nich:las Galles. of Las Crueos,
the Kennedys. Mr. and Mrs. Kennedy Hiornlx."the
insures our customers receiving perin the city Saturday night, en route are en route to California points.
fectly fresh articles. We handle only home from Santa Fe.
William F. Brogan, formerly of the
We are Just as anxious to sell you
the best and most reliable brands of
K. B. Qulckel has returned to AlbuKansas City Journal, but now doing good shoe polishes as we are to sup
every kind of food products, and sell querque, after an absence of throe the "heavy
work" on the Santa Fe ply you with reliable footwear. We
weeks In the City of Mexico.
prices.
them at
New Mexican, has blossomed forth as carry the best grades that have been
H. B. Mltchener has returned from the official fun maker of the adminis in the market for years, and demonSanta Fe, where he has been the past tration organ, with a column headed: strated that they not only improve
A Bunch or N '4hing."
few lays transacting business.
How very ap the looks of your shoes, but make
Usi h j '"IT"""
them wear longer. Ten, fifteen and
W. S. Fullerton, of Patterson, N. M., propriate.
Mr. and Mrs. G. L. Brooks, and R. twenty-fivcents per package. C.
Nos. 118 and 120 South Second St returned home hist night, after sev
MOCHA Tf
W. Hadden will leave Wednesday for May's shoe store, 314 West Railroad
eral days spent in the metropolis.
, .
H. J. Ramer, proprietor of the Phoe the east. Mrs. Brooks will be met at avenue.
nix cattle ranch, at Watroiis, lg In the Chicago by her son. Lewis C. Brooks,
Special. Choice Colorado potatoes,
and from Chicago they will go to DeGood Oysters
Positive city for a few days' business visit.
Mich. Messrs. Brooks and Had $1.40 per 100 lbs., at The Maze.
Y. Maynard
Geo. W. Hlcfcox
Judge Ira J. Abbott has returned troit.
o
Better Oysters
den will continue on to New York
Comparative
from Santa Fe, where he has been at on business.
BURGLARY.
tending a session of the supreme
Sealshipt
Superlative
by
Oysters
Burglars
yourself
against
Protect
Mr. and Mrs. C. R. Frlnk, of St.
policy
court.
Paul, Minn., have returned to that taking out a National burglarKENT,
F. H.
Charles Ornaur, with the Denver city after a visit of some weeks .with with
CI Mrs.
Sealshipt Oysters in Sealshipt
112 South Third street,
Carriers
branch of the Rothenberg-Schlosmother, Mrs. C. Walker,
Frlnk's
o
gar company, Is In the city on busi 324 South Edith street, Mrs. Hanna
Choice Colorado potatoes,
NEW MEXICO'S LEADING JEWELERS
ness.
of Iowa Falls, Iowa, who has also Special.
per 100 lbs., at The Maze.
Sealshipt
Sealshipt
C. W. Cook. Jr., traveling freight and oeen Mrs. Walkers guest for some $1.40
o
nasseneer agent for the Santa Fe, is time past, has returned home.
all
and
bronchitis
coughs,
For
colds,
place
nicest and
find everything
Standard
it is
hustling around among local shippers
Dr. Fayette A. Jones, the mining en lung diseases, use Compound Syrup
today, having returned from a trip to gineer, has gone to Lordsburg, Stein's of Eucalyptus.
50 cents a bottfe at
deoptical
repairing
our
and
watch
best.
Raton.
Sealshipt Blue Points
Pass and Silver City, where he will Iluppe's.
o
partments in charge of men of highest qualificaP. M. Davis and wife, of Estancla, remain for two weeks transacting
Special. Choice Colorado potatoes,
arrived in the city last evening ana mining business and investigating- the
tions, special attention
orders by mail, and
will
remain several days visiting old Last Chance mine, which uas re $1.40 per 100 lbs., at The Maze.
cently been purchased by the Aurora
friends.
Satisfaction guaranteed.
The citv council will meet in reg Mining company, of Illinois.
Rabbi Kaplan's class In ethics will
ulnr session this evening. A number
of important matters are elated to meet Monday evening at 7:30 o'clock
South Second Street
The Arch Front
and the class in Bible at 8:30 in the
come up.
Joe Barnett and wife left last night veatry rooms of Temple Albert, cor
BEST.!'
for a visit to Santa. Rosalia, Mexico, ner or seventh street and Gold ave
where thev will spend a few weeks nue. These classes a,re free and open
to every body, but no one will be ad
taking the laths.
Attorney E. V. Chaves left this mitted after Monday night.
Dr. A. I Mahaffoy, of South Sec
morning for Chicago on business. He
expects to be absent irom tne cuy ond street, received a letter this
morning from II. L. Harrison, of Pa
aliout ten days.
Mrs. B. F. Wilson left last night for ducah, Ky., asking about the welfare
of El wood Wilkiim, presumably some
her home in Prescott, Ariz., after
one from Kentucky In New Mexico
few weeks" visit with relatives and
for his health. If Elwood Wllkins
friends In the city.
should read these lines It might be
Miss Carrie Titus, of Kansas City to his Interest to communicate with
The finest candy made at any price; absolutely pure; always fresh,
who is visiting friends in the city, ex Dr. Mahaffey.
A. A. Trimble is also
the purest of the
healthy and wholesome. Choc olates and
pec.ts to leave this evening on train In receipt of a letter Inquiring aliout
No. 1 for Los Angeles.
pure.
Mr. Wilklns.
A. L. Mitchell, of Socorro, spent
Colonel and Mrs. W. H. Greer left
Sunday In this city, the guest of his Saturday night for San Francisco,
'
parents. Mr. and Mrs. F. H. Mitchell w here Mr. Greer goes-obusiness and
Barnett Building
J. H. O'RIELLY GO, Druggists
He returned home last night.
Mrs. Greer for pleasure.
Mrs. Greer
A regular meeting of tho board of will tour the Pacific coast with a party
education will be held this evening, of friends from Chicago, which she
will join at San Francisco, while Mr.
at which several matters of Import
Greer will return to Albuquerque In
anco will receive consideration.
THE CUSHIONED DOUBLETREE SAVES THE HORSE'S SHOULDER.
Max Gussaroff returned last night aliout ten days, or as soon as his bus)
from Denver where he purchased fix ness Is finished.
tare for a poo' and billiard parlor, to
Word comes from Sawtelle. (Sol
b
ooened in the Barnett blocK on dlers' Home,) Cal., that Mrs. Martha
Second etrett.
V. GiM8, widow of the old soldier who
401-40- 3
J-5- -r
C. E. Clark, a member of the Tick died at the home a short time ago, has
marry
last
association,
again
matrimony,
she
returned
et Brokers'
entered
Mexico
ld
evt ning from Pueblo, Colo., and will tug James O. Dobbins, another
on
brokerage
office
soldier, the other day. The groom is
onen a ticket
U'ritP for Wholesale Prices on Plows and Other Farm Implements
(13 years old
and a nitlve of Ohio,
Kuilroad avenue.
Filled.
Mail
The largest stock west of Kansas City.
Hon. F. A. Hublpell left Inst night while the blushing bride Is 54 years
old, and was born in Mrginia.
for his sheep ranch In western
county, where he will make ar
In The Citizen last Saturday after
to brein soon the lamb noon It was stated that Dr. T. H.
ALBUQUERQUE LUMBER CO.
Iiil' iinrt shearlner of his flocks of Wells would erect a brick store build-TRIMBLE & CO.
sheep.
ing at No. 901 South Edith street, . W. L.
Miss Adela C. Holmquist, deputy and when the building was completed LIVERY, 8ALB FEED AXIX TRANS
N. M.
rlerk, has filed her commission as no- he would engage in the grocery busiFER STABLES
tary In probate court. Governor CXero ness. The Item wu misleading. The
Gov
Horses
and Mules bought and es
made the apiiointment, and not
doctor Intends oon to engage in the
changeu
ernor Haeerman. as had been erron ITactico of medicine, while his son,
THE
eously announced.
Trimble Wells, will conduct the gro- BEST TURNOUTS IN THE CITt
Huns Michaels, an employe of th cery business.
company, was
Jewelry stock, at
All sizes and values; watches, rings and general
American Lumber
Second street, between Railroad nd
minFor one hour and thirty-eigh- t
bargain rates.
brought to the city this morning from utes there
Coppr avenues.
a total eclipse of
be
will
UNREDEEMED PLEDGES AT LOW PRICES.
Thoicau and lodged in tne St. josopn the in- on Thursday, beginning at 9:43
RAILROAD AVE.
RANCH EGGS
hospital suffering from rheumatism p. m., when it enters tho penumbra.
The disease had taken such a hold on At H ' 57 the shadow is entered, the
Diamonds, Watches, Jewelry, Cut Glass, Clocks, Silverware. We Invite
VALLEY
FROM
RIO GRANDE
114 WEST RAILROAD AVENUE.
Michaels that ho had to be assisted total eclipse beginning at 11:57, the
your trade and guarantee A SQUARE DEAL.
from the train, and when laid gently middle eclipse at 12:47. At 1;3U the RAISERS, 35 CENTS A DOZEN. SEE
Private entrance on side street.
pain
601
FIRST
with
J.
NORTH
F. PALMER,
on a stretcher he groaned
total tcllpte will end, the moon leaving t!in shadow at 2:37 and the STREET.
penumbra at 3:4t) a. in-- On February 22 there will be a partial eclipse
of the sun.
At no time duriiur the
eclipse of the moon will it lie hidden
from sight.
('apt. W. H. Glllenwaler's hog ranch
team caused considerable excitement
HARDWARE
WHOLESALE
on North Second street tliis morning.
RETAIL
The man handling the te.im Imd driven into the north yurd of Trimble's
I
I
livery stable and was lo.idinn
the
wagon with manure, when the horses
ATTRACTING THE ATTENTION of
took flight and made a il:isH f,)r the
opening.
they lore
In their ma t
economical
The men
off heveral boards at the cite, and
ran toward the hog r;ui'-tipoliceman
money
was leaving the city jail at
Salaar
values,
the time and be, grabbing the lines,
hursi-soon lirought the friirli'ein-.to
a standstill. Little damage was done.
In coining out: of the liwry yard gate,
Belling
tinhe horses frightened
delivery
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AfOW IS THE TIME to buy your Heating Stoves.
them out at actual cost.

Men's and Boys' Suits
at a saving to them of from $2 to $4 per suit.
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